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DEADLY PLAN

TONIGHT IS CARNIVAL

HARRY

ICE BROKEN

BY A

R

Town Will Be "Wide Open" To

And the
Everybody

Mask and Fall In

SHOW WAS

BABY

A LEADING

PAPER

THE

GREAT

DIFFERENCE FROM

)))I
HOFFICERS

FAIR
AMONG ARMY AND POLICE

7 p in.
Indian dance on the streets.
7:30 p. m. Carnival attractions.
9 r). ni. Great Masked Carnival.
(Everybody mask, fall in behind the band, have confet.l battles,
and take the town by storm.)
10 p. m. Reckless Russell in 'ligh dive. Free.
11 p. m. Indian dances.
Unmask and go home to rest all day Sunday,
12 p m (Midnight)
after having seen the greatest fair in the history of New Mexico.
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TO THE POPE
IS DYING OF CANCER

Rome, Sept.
their owners, were entered: Daniel J., been
held over
G.
Feck;
Charles Clnsson; Kiowa. T.

22.

Consultation

has

Dr. I.apponl, physician
who Is id with cancer of
THIS AFTERNOON'S RESULTS.
Pope,
to
tlie
Stranger
O.,
Jo
Levy;
Shecam, Jake
'4'
In the Mitchell wagon stake,
the stomach. Most of the physicians
pace, for $1,000, Stranger iseph Baruett; Ginger, O. E. Adamson. favored an operation but Dr. Mazoni
N.
trot
Albertus.
In the
O
owned by Joe Harnett, won
bought the patient too weak for the
Edna M., Jack Sproule; Day- - ordeal.
the first three straight heats. e Salmon;
.
urea, j.
2:17
and 2:22.
Time 216
Dr. J. F. Pearce, were entered.
vtnJn
nniPl J third.
DOCTORS IN
eamp was
In the first of the running races, a CANCER
fcoHr.!,
SESSION AT HEIDELBERG
half-mil..,.
dash, lne Painter, Willie
vc h. 1'mnire
Heidelberg. Sept. 22. Physicians
C, Flagstaff, Hardy B., and Nellie
Combs by the score of 9 to 0.
from all parts of the world, who have
May were entered.
In the fourth Inning, which the.
Hardy R, and Nellie May were also made a special study of cancer, are
score 5 to 4 in favor of Santa Fe.
r
mile arriving here to attend the internaentered In the
the Globe players, having usedlas;., an also wera Edward Hale, Satin tional congress for the consideration
up their staff of pitchers aud realof methods for the cure and prevenCout and Jack McGinn.
iiimr Hafont rnnimiiifp.i actinar
Last night, those in chargo of the tion of dancer, which will open here
badly and instead of playing
tomorrow. This congress was called
racing program arranged a half-milthrew the balls away. The um- uasn ior iooay, wr.icn uas au uie rasi- - in connection with the opening of the
pire instructed them to resume
est horses at the track entered, among institute for cancer research.
"play " and on refusing he gave
Joe I).,
41 them being Neva Hustler,
the game to Santa Fe.
Koger Q., Dotard, The Fiddler, Lola
The game between Albuquer- -' nn
.r
u 'i he race was to JOHN MYERS, ALIAS
and EI raso resuiiea 111 nu- " I.a ttriilrH
thla uftprnnnn nq nn Arid!
4t merous errors, although won by
tional feature of the program.
Albuquerque by the score of 12
fsee-for-a- il

wmti,

i....a.

three-quarte-

"
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MAUS, OH TRIAL
YESTERDAV'S RESULTS.
After losing the first four heats in
the 2:2o pace yesterday afternoon
Clara B. taking the first two and Han- py Allerton the next two, Looking Out For Violating the
Edmunds
owned by G. D. Dulin of Las Animas,
Colo., came first under the wire In the
Weil.
Act With Rose
fifth heat, thus requiring, another neat
to decide the race.
An Old Case.
Looking Out had not displayed any
form during the first four heats and
horsemen generally thought his win THE ORIGINAL WIFE TESTIFIES
of the fifth heat a scratch, but when
he won the sixth heat, thus tlelng
Clara B. and Happy Allerton, each
animal having two heats to Its credit, Telling Graphic Story of Her
those in the grand stand began to sit
Wrongs-Histo- ry
of
up and take notice..
Looking
heat
Out
In the seventh
the Case
went for the money from the wire,
deciding
nt captured the seventh and
hel of the race, the best time being John Myers, ullas John Maus, the
J
carpenter, who will be remembered
...... uau Dwsi by the readers of The Evening Citlzeu
" "c
Qwon, as stated in yesterday Issue as the man arrested last winter, toKagnarok II owned by Fire Chief gether with a woman giving the name
Burtless buing second, and Jack Mc- - of Rose Well, with whom he had been
.G.nn th.rd Tme( 1;05 12
living here for the past two year or
The mile handicap was won by Do-e- more, us his wife, and by whom he
Today was the last day of the great-- '
going away, he never having became the father of two children, on
fair that was ever held In Albu-jtarquerque at any time the past quarter been extended by J. C. Cox, who got a charge of violating the Edmunds
of a century, and with the annual the place from Edward Hale In a nose act, at the Instigation of Mrs. John
street carnival tonight, when every 'and nose drive down the stretch. Myers of Cincinnati, O., who alleges
!ody masks and tne confetti battle Time, 1 : 63.
she is the only lawful wife of the de
The above race aroused consider-Ne- fendant and who followed her erring
annual,
takes place, the twenty-sixtMexico territorial fair will come able enthusiasm, owing to the close spouse to thla city to prosecute him
finish of the Becond and third horses. for deserting her and her two boys
to a close in a blaze of glory.
furlong race for the Weil woman, was placed on
It Is estimated that during the week hut the six and one-haover 8,000 visitors from the different brought the grand stand to Its feet, trial yesterday In the United States
territorial towns have passed through i with cheer after cheer for the game court.
the gates of the fair grounds, or wit thoroughbreds that were fighting it
At the time of Myers' arrest last
nessed the down town attractions, and out for first place.
winter he gave bond for his appearOnly four animals started to a pret- - ance
every one of these eight thousand
at his preliminary hearing, and
have gone away declaring this the ty
and raced in close proxi the next day
Evening Citizen told
greatest fair they could remember In nilty to each other all the way. Turn how Myers, inThe
a buggy driven by tho
history.
ing in to the upper part of the home Weil woman, made a sensational drive
New Mexico's
Although many of the visitors had stretch the horses were bunched and across
country to escape,
Wt;
during
city
night
or on the Jockeys set down for a hard ride woman returning to tell herthepart in
the
left the
morning
trains, there was to the wire. Down the stretch they helping Myers to escape, the latter
the arly
still a Urge number of strangers In tame, neck and neck, and the grand later getting "cold feet," however,
waiting
for the big carnival stand rose to Its feet to give the and returning to stand trial.
the city,
tonight.
horses and riders an ovation as they
At his preliminary hearing before
The weather throughout the week past the thousands in tne grand stand, United SUites Commissioner Whiting
lias been of the exceptional quality nose and nose apart and under wnlps. he and the Wfil wouihii were bound
that goes to make New Mexico deserve
At the last Jump Vassallo won the over to await the action of the United
the name of "the sunshine territory," decision by a heau, with Safeguard a States grand Jury,
which is now hearazure
blue of neck away and Satin Coat third by ing the evidence.
not a cloud marring the
the skies all week.
half a length. Time, 1:26.
The Weil woman was called to the.
The ladies' race was won by Miss stand first by Major Llewellyn, UnitTODAY'S FUN.
Kleinwort, with Miss Cox second, and ed States attorney, as a witness for
The day's fun opened up this morn-lulss Linn third, the winner having
the government. Tho defense, reprehigh
o'clock,
11:30
with
the
at
big lead all the way. Time, l:oti.
sented by Attorneys Hickey & Moore,
Russell,"
"Reckless
diving act of
after
claiming Rose Weil was the
objected,
AmWestern
the
shows
the
of
which
THE BABY SHOW.
law wife of Myers. Th
common
pubcompauy
opened
to
the
usement
The main event for toe ladit-- yesShe
overruled the objection.
lic. At the fair grounds the morning terday afternoon was the big terri- court
very good witness for
prove
a
did
not
10
o'clock.
games
ball
started at
torial baby gaow. When Col. John the government, taking refuge in net
This afternoon at 1:30 the final Borraclaile, chairman of the baby constitutional
rights that she might
tournament
ball
games iu the base
show committee, announced that ba- incriminate herself.
winsure
a
were begun. Albuquerque,
bies entered would please come forThe original Mrs. Myers was then
ner for rlrwt money, having taken five ward to get their entry numbers,
She testified to the date of
called.
afplaying
tn:s
consecutive Raines, is
there were ninety-sientries, and the her marirage with Myers, alias Maus
ternoon.
hall wherein the contest was held, was
the birth of their two sons, of then
The Mitchell Wagon stake race, a crowded to suffocation with inni,.r..r,n of
lif' in Cincinnati, where Mymarried
purse,
2:09 pace, for a ll.uuO
wa,ail(1 babies and their attendants
a fireman, of bis attentions
was
ers
2
o'clock. Fob,
started shortly afur
point of entries and attend-lowin- to tho Well woman, whom he induced
trot,!an(e the Uby Bnow wgg ft gcreamg to
this came the
conic to thu same bouse In which
with running races next on the 1'ro-- success. In more than one sense of the they
were living, of how she pleaded
gram. Prof. King, bis wife and thejw()n
Judge were Mrs. M. A. James with the Weil woman not to break
m,s g. L. Selee, Dr. J. M Wilson Dr up
educated monkey made another ac
her marired life by coming beKion, as
as their former k. Ai Ramsay and John Becker.'and tween
husband and wife, of how the
onessympathies of everyone but the Weil woman sneered at her ami hei
tn
- Iu the 2 ftJ p.'.ie. the Mitchell Waon stake, ! - r'ol'owias horses, witlij
(Continued on page Ave.)
(Continued on Page Five.)
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President Hon. Solomon Luna, It Transport Sheridan Will
Saved. Tracy Made One Circuit at the
4
of lx8 Lunas. '
Vice President Hon. Wm. Mc- Typhoon
No
Damage
Was
Astonishing Kate Of One
'
lntosh, of Torrance.
Secretary-treasurer
Found at Manila.
Mile Per Minute.
Harry F.
Lee. of Albuquerque.
Time and place of next con- Havana, Sept. 22. A congressman
Seattle, Sept. 22. Thirty of the
New York, Sept. 22. Fifteen Amer.vehtlon During fair week of H
whose relations with the administra4 crew of the wrecked whaler Alexan- ican automobiles atarted thl morning;
1907. In Albuquerque.
llt
tion are exceedingly closn, announced
der arrived here last night on the In the elimination trial for the
this morning that President Palma
cup race. The start was made
steamer Harold Dollar. They tell a
and the members of his cabinet wouldJ v Nearly all of the members of the story of extraordinary hardship and west of the grand stand on the Jeriprobably resign today, and interven- executive committee of the Sheop and suffering, having been thirteen day cho turnpike, about half way between
tion is expected later.
an open boat and living o whale Mineola and Jericho, a short distance
Wool Growers' association
yf ' New In
blubber the etlre time. The Alexan- north of Wcstbury. The trial race la
Some Resignation
Wanted.
at the der
Mexico were in attendance
was wrecked during a fog at Cape held over the same course and for the
The propositions made by the mod- meeting of tho committee called by
Tne shipwrecked men were same distance to be used at the cup
erates last night have paved the way t'risldent Luna for laBt night, in the Terry.
for suggestions by Secretary Taft and offices of City Clerk Harry Lee, when almost dead when picked up. Tho race on October 6. The course has
Mr. Bacon for further concessions on business of importance to the associa Harold Dollar, which carried provis- been changed from that of last year
ions to the Icebound whaling fleet, re- so as to do away with the dangerous
both sides, which may yet save the lion was transacted.
ports twelve whalers still In the north. crossing at New Hyde pork and the
republic intact. Taft and Bacon callto
call
President
order
After the
has been tcrriblo suffering Long Island trolley line running from
ed on President Palma today and got Luna announced that the first order There
his ideas on what he was williiift of business was the placing in nomin- amone the men on the stranded ves Mineola to Jamaica. The new course
should be done under the circum- ation of someone for the position of sels from lack of food. Charges of also avoids the dangerous S curve at
stances. This afternoon they wliv secretary treasurer of the association, brutality have been preferred against Albertson's corner, where there were
listen to the views of a number of Prior to the nomination, however, a number of whaling captains and some mishaps last year. The entire
of thorn are also accused of course baa been carefully put la orthe insurgents and liberals. Including Harry W. Kelly of Las Vegas moved some
native girls for Immoral pur der so as to eliminate tbe element ot
Pino Guerra, General Castillo, Juan that the secretary treasurer's bond be stealing
pose;!.
danger as much as possible, which
Gualberte Gomez and Jose Gomez.
sec
was
$5,000,
fixed at
The motion
comes from imperfections In the roadTaft Break the lee.
an
QUALITY
H.
Bearrup
as
offered
onded. J.
IS ENDANGERED
bed.
BUT FINALLY 8AVED
Secretary Taft said to the Associat- amendment, that the secretary treasfifteen cars which started.
a
doucompelled
to
give
Victoria, B. C., Sept. 22. Advices In Ofthethe
bond
ed Press today that there must be urer be
race,
are Frayer.
trial
say
'he
from Alert
of the funds
Home resignations, showing good faith ble the nmount
that Lieutenant Gov Miller cars, three three
cars.
Thomas
are
I
Mr.
ernor
government
on the part of the
fore handled. This was objected to by
Dunsmulr's yacht with Earl one a Christie, one a
an
Kelly,
Grey on board is stranded on the0n oidsraoblle, one B. L. M.. one
who did not like the Idea of
he rebels will consent to lay down
.. one
.
their arms, "but at least ve have got "elastic'' bond. Another amendment heah . Karl firm. nnH nartv vpd -L,ocomoune. one luaxweu.
navnaa.
was offered, placing the amount of taken off and boarded the steamer one Matheson and one Apperson.
the ice broken."
withMore Ship in Port.
Oidra on which Lady Grey was trav- A great crowd was assemble at the
the bond at $10,000. Mr. Kelly
Thy cruisers Minneapr'i and New- drew his motion In favor of tjie eling.
starting point and thousands were
amendment, adding tnat tne bond be
ark arrived here this inormug.
all
litixd up along too . r.3i;
company,
no NO DAMAGE WAS FOUND
furnished by a surety
crossings ilagnien wero posted an
'1
he
FROM TYPHOON AT MANILA watchers were stationed at short Inpersonal bond to be accepted.
St. Lou s Wool Market.
St. I.011IB, Sept. 22. Wool steady, question, when put by the chair, carManila, Sept. 22. A typhoon has tervals all along the route. The race
.
unchanged.
occurred in the Philippines, south of will not end until some time this
ried unanimously,
Wires are down and there is afternoon and the five winning cars
President
Luna then announced Manila.
that, although a little "previous" as no report of damage. Manila Is un- will be selected to represent the
At Cavlte the arsenal and United States at the Vanderbllt Clip
MONTEZUMA BALL
far as the order of business was con- touched.
cerned, having placed the bond be- shipping are damaged. The gunboat race next month.
Arayat
is ashore. No loss of life.
' How the Outcome Wa.
fore securing the man, he would rule
nominations were next In order.
that
The
vast throng which rushed upon
A SPLENDID AFFAIR
Mr. Jacques of San Juan county of- ARMY TRANSPORT 8HERIDAN
today prevented the
the
conrsfe
WILL BE SAVED
fered the name of B. C. Hernandez of
of the elimination, race to seWashington, Sept. 22. A cablegram
Rio Arriba county as secretary treaslect five American racing automobiles
urer. Harry W. Kelly of Las Vegas was received today from Captain to take part in :he race for tho Van
depot
quartermaster
Humphrey,
at
nom
In
city
of
placed
Harry
this
Lee
of
Territorial
cup, after throe of the ears
Social Feature
Honolulu, stating that the big army derbllt
ination. After discussing the merits transports
had completed tin race.
Sheridan,
recently
which
candidates,
a
and
two
More
time
Successful
for
Fair
of the
Joseph Tracey. who wou the race,
pointing out that the secretary should went on the rocks, would be saved. Hubert Leblen second, and H. N.
Than Anticipated.
reside, if possible, In the same city
Harding third, wero the only racers
as did the president, so as to facilitate BODY OF BISHOP HAS
allowed to cover the entire course.
SEA
AT
BEEN
SIGHTED
Harry
correspondence,
of
tho work
They thuB qualiflod their machines
Kong,
22.
Hong
steamSept.
The
oL
i" 'be race and .ha judges seieciea
LARGE. SELECT ATTENDANCE Loe'a election was made uniriimous
T. a
u
k JT.
per
The salary was placed at $100
the machine, driven by Herbert B.
v
J; Ly 0 Sttd
month for the first six month, to be
"Y Ji
the oth- - .
represent tbo asAmerrcia
" Vth.? rece"L
changed thereafter, afeoruinf to the
to
More Than One Hundred Couples condition, the ttnaoulflUya was In n
Irner Bunlnt" baa ueen dispatched
..manufacturer in the big race. otWhen
nanclally and otherwise.
T
flulsh llne
cr0fiSed
Were Present at
10 rCcover tbe
''y- miles'. Journey, after a a sensational
By motion S. Mlrabal of Valencia
I
l.Ant tat
the Ball.
county was made an
member
e In Whlcn ne mauj ou .....
Thlrty-Tw- o
Year Of Service.
'
including
of the committee on reserve, the other
Washington. Sept. 22. It will be the rate of a mlba a
members to be appointed by the presi- fifty-tw- o
year tomorrow that Rear nine turns, the cheering
If a large crowd, beautiful sur- dent.
UTae- Admiral Dewey entered the Uilted thronged upon the
Afl'to
roundings, inspiring music and plenty
ve
Harding
dr
to
d
had
offlnavy.
movStates
There
county
no
Coliax
will
C.
be
II.
Abbott of
finish, nne.
of good things to eat and drink, go to !ed
get
to
to
the
the
Adthrong
Immediately
secretary
day,
clal
celebration
of
but
be
the
that the
make the success of a social affair, Instructed
nd no others were able to force theu
to send 50 to the national miral Dewey will spend the day quiet - way
the Montezuma ball given at the
through.
The finish, time w
lv
nd
a
hi
famitv
tntimntA
with
of
all
so
association,
fw
that
members
last night was the essence of the New Mexico association might be friends
hours, 27 minutes and' 7 econas.
victory, and for this victory the fair enrolled as members of the present
association and those who enjoyed U association.
-It was carried unanl- have to thank J. H. O'Reilly, manag- mously.
ALL
SOME
TlllfIGS
AGAINST
MONOPOLY
oCCUR
er of the affair, and his able assistA communication from Thomas P.
ants and Manager W. 11. L. Adams of Jones,
Inrelative to tbe driving of
the Alvarado.
sheep through the territory,
The guests began arriving before fected
IS THE BIG FIGHI
WORLD
filed, after havj
9 o'clock and the big lobby of the was read and ordered
Sanito
Sheep
ing
referred
been
the
hotel was soon a scene of handsomely
gowned women and white gloved tary board.
On motion It was ordered that the
courtiers, It was 10 o'clock, however, fiscal
Omaha Sept. 22. Judge Troup of ' Vict oria, B. C. Sept. 22. To
year of the association begin
before Governor Hagerniau, escortjlstrlct court todty issued a tern trade,s congress in convention here,
the
1, 1906.
ing Mr. Solomon Luna, wife of tho October
porary restrain.; order cga.mit the wltb delegates present
Goldenburg
county
Quay
of
Mr.
from all parts.
Cc l exchange and tho Kwth of Canada,
"rwl'lent of the fair association, en- moved
decided to form an Inde- the president be required Omaha
Oinaba
Coal
tered the ball room through the north to auditthat
exchange
and their pendent labor party to enter local
and slgu all checks for inci member, forbidding
doors. President Luna, accompanied dental expenses.
them to attempt politics.
Carried,
by Miss Otero of Santa Fe, came next
iu
me
uiuuupuuze
coat iruue ot ino
On motion It was
that alt
and the other officers followed en members be supplied ordered
and
them. tj '
with a copy of two cities,
Labor Show In 4fcn Francisco.
........ tkn.
. ,. ....
train.
s
San Francisco, Sept. 22. Acting
.he constitution and
of the iiu,H v Aitn,
i
sio.,...h
The guests, many of whom had al- J'association,
upon the recommendation of Presi
following which President
ready entered the ball room, Joined
dent Gompers
of the American Fed- made an earnest appeal to those THE ENEMY OF ALL IS
tbe procession and so began the Luna
. . T -- Una. .
C3nn
among their sheep
grand march. Hound and round it present to work
-'."wwouc lfthnr PYinnr II lat n irht tnntvl
In their respective counwent, the circle becoming smaller men friends
Chicago, Sept. 22. Warfuf'e be- - resolution denouncing J. N. Gillette.
ties with a view to inducing them to
each time, until at last Governor
tuo diohuuiu ju company anu republican candidate lor governor.
the association.
and Mrs. Luna ami Mr. Luna join
governor Herbert J. Hagtrnian, the labor unions was begun last night an enemy of labor on his record in
and Miss Otero stood abreast facing Hon. A. A. Jones
endorsing
of Las Vegas, and when the Whiting and o'iier employes congress. A resolution
from whence they hud entered.
work to enforce the demand for Theodore A. Dell, democratic candiCapt. J. G. Clancy were elected honor-- ' quit
The music changed from march to ary
an Increase of wages for firemen from date, was made the order of a special
members of the association.
waltz time and in a second the ball
2
to 25 cents per hour. The de- meeting.
A. 1). Garrett of Roswell, who stated
room was a maze ' dancing figures.
is also made that tbe company
mand
hos-I
on
his
motion
the
The dance program consisted of six- that he based
Endorse Two Republican.
an eight Lour day to all enw
pitallty of Albuquerque and her citi grant
teen regular dances and three extras. zens,
The union labor party held several
displayed at this, the first con- ployes. It was predicted last night
The dance program itself, however,
that the strike might Involve all t he district conventions last night and
the sbeeD growers, moved employes
was very unique and a pretty souve- vention of president
of the Standard company In endorsed Theodore A. Bell, democrat
be instructed to
nir of a very memorable affair. It that the
ic candidate for governor, and called
next convention to take place the whole country.
consisted of a birch bark back, with call the city
for the nomination of a complete laduring the fair week of
flvo leaves of bark as thin as paper. in this
bor ticket. Julius Kahn and U A.
annual territorial ANNUAL REUNION
Ter- :the twenty-seventOn the front was Twenty-sixtOF TOBACCO PLANTERS Hayes, republican nominee for conThe motion carried without op
gress
ritorial Fair, Montezuma Ball, 190B, fair.
In the fourth and fifth districts,
e
Guthrie, Ky., Sept.
annual
evening, position and after a few minor matFriday
Alvarado Hotel,
of the Tobacco Plainters' pro- were endorsed.
Sept. 21." and the dances were on the ters were attended to beforo the com- reunion
of short ad- tective association is being held on ENGAGEMENT OF J. J. HILL'S
leaves between, with the names of mittee, and a number
executive commit- the fair grounds at this place today.
DAUGHTER ANNOUNCED
the committees having the ball In dresses made, the
More than 20.0ui planters and their
Memphis, Sept. 22. Announcement
charge printed on 1he back. The tee adjourned, subjtict to the call of ladies
on
are
grounds,
assembled
the
been received here of the engageleaves were fastened to the back with t;ie pretiilcnt.
where all kind a of eutertainments are has
ment of Miss Gertrude Hill of St.
green baby ribbon, and from the bow MODERN WOODMEN
provided
them.
Three
for
hundred
Paul, daughter
dangled the pencil.
HOLDING CONVENTION
of cattle have been provided for Michael Gavin, of James J. Hill, U.
son of the late M.
Robin Hood park, with the fountain ) Providence, K. I., Sept. 22. The head big barbecue, which
the
forms
the
Oaln, a Memphis merchant. Miss
.laying In the center, proved a very Modern Woodmen of America in this principal feature of the reunion.
This
popular place, the...dancers promenad- - state are holding their annual field afternoon there will be a grand pro- - Hill Is 22 years old. Gavin Is a gradt
iha umull fur-i....l. ;.
uate of Yale university.
A day here today. This morning they cession on the grounds, with many
room, where punch was served
twenty-In
which
parade,
women
on
numhorseback
line.
A
in
their
!
bad
Money Market.
string band played in the park, while two
camps were represented. An in- bor of prominent speakers will ad-- 1
New York. Sent. 22. Monev on call
the Phillips orchestra of ten piece teresting program has been prepared dress
the crowd and in the evening nominal; no loans. Prime mercan-ther- e
will be dancing' and fireworks, tile paper, 6H7c; silver, 63-8- .
for tbe afternoon outing.
(Continued on Page Five.)
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JOSEPH TRACTWDN OUT
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Large Entry But Enthusiastic
Crowd Shut Out All
But Three.

com-pleti-

Vegas-Trinida-

free-for-a- ll

AUTO RACES

1

j

10. In the seventh Inning the '
El Paso players jumped on to
the slants of Pitcher Frantz and
pounded out three doubles and
one single and aided by three
errors, piled up ten runs.
game
d
The Las
was given to Trinidad by the um- - '
pire, by the score of 9 to 0. The
Las Vegas players, for some un- known reason, failed to appear
for piuy.
To an outsider, this seems to
be a very bad ending of an ex- ceedingly Interesting base ball
tournament up to this afternoon.
trot Edna M.
In the
won; Master Delmar, second;
Albertus, third, and Daybreak,
fourth. Best time, 2:23.
aasn isenie
In the hair-ninfirst place; Hardy b.
fecond and The Painter third.
Time, 0.52.
.
s
mile dash Ed- sec- McGinn,
won;
Jack
win Hale
ond; Satin Coat, third.
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CUP FOR THE

t

soak1.

PHYSICIAN
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THE 8HEEP

OF
AND WOOL GROWERS' AS-SOCIATION QF NEW
MEXICO.

WAY WE ACT WITH REBELS

St. Petersburg, Sept. 22. The newspaper Oblednlenl, which Is circulated
free to soldiers and police, appeals to
the guard to break the bounds of discipline and take ten lives for every
comrade killed, should the terrorists
inaugurate a campaign of armed attacks on the police and army officers
of St. Petersburg such as was recently
waged in Warsaw. The liberals profess the greatest alarm over this possibility, and claim that it is a direct
incitement to the repetition here "f
the Siedlce disorders on a greater

..
THIS EVENING a tvfciNio.
Down Town.

2

FROM WHALER.

to Association.

This Afternoon's Events, the Program for Tonight, and Notes Pope's Physician Is Dying of Can- More American Ships Have Arof the Greatest Fair Ever Held Here Other
cer of the Stomach and Doctors
rived at Havana to Be Ready
Interesting Events.
'
Refuse to Operate.
For Accidents.

',.,,i
r,'c.nt

AN

THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

FEATURE OF THE

AT

YESTERDAY

Of Sheep and Wool Growers'
Association of New
Mexico.
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PAPER DISTRIBUTED FREE

H

STARVED

Wants Police and Army to So Says Secretary Taft But
Report Experience of SufferBreak Discipline and Kill
That Some of Present Gov- Meeting Last Night Transacts
ing and Bad Conduct of
Ten For One.
Much Business of Importance
ernment Must Resign.
Their Officers.

Behind the Band.
THE

A BLAZE OE G DRY

LEE ELECTED

SECRETARY-TREASUR-

THE GREAT CLOSING FEATURE
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Tin

of Pennsylvania, During his Initial
term as a congressman he was a factor In lining up the representatives
from his state for Hon W. it. Andrews,
the delegate to congress from New
Mexico, and the latter could count on
the hearty support of the Pennsylv-

ania.

Speaker "Joe" Cannon was not slow
to recognize the personal magnetism
and tact of the young congressman
a
trom Allegheny. Having taken
kindly Interest in his younger colleague the veteran sneaker permitted
him to wield the gavel during several
ef Bernalillo Cotanry important debates. Mr. Burke wag also
mliJ Paper
City of Albuquerque.
appointed a member of the committee
on military affairs, which Is one of
fnM Afton.M DlipntcMs.
the four important committees ot tne
OtJ M Ctvntv Clitalin.
house.
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REPUBLICAN CONVENTION

WANTED Dining room girl. Apply
Columbus Hotel.

In

Colorado IS

A art om a fin I8S

INDIANA MINISTER
DEFENDS

WHO

DORSE

t

WANTED Canvasser and solicitor
at once. Addres J. B. this office.
Sold by I bo
WANTED A girl for general house- work; small family. 519 West TiHIGHLAND PHARMACY
Jeras avenue.
WANTED A girl to do general uouse-worCall at once at No. 615 West
205 East Railroad Ave.
Copper avenue
WANTED Help furnished and emALVARADO PHARMACY
ployment of all kinds secured
1900, for the purpose of nominating
promptly. Call on, write or phone
one candidate for delegate to the sixfirst St. and Cold Avohua
tieth congress of the United States
Abraham's Employment Agency, F.
U Colburn, proprietor, 109 West
of America, and for the transaction of
such other business as shall properly
Silver avenue. Auto, pnone ziu.
come, before said convention.
A man to do road work.
WANTEaJ
The republican electors of this coun
Good salary. Apply at once. 216V4
A
RELIABLE
DENTIST
SEEK
ty and all those who believe in re
South becond street.
publican rrinclples are respectruny in
W A NTPh Tristnltmpnl rrkiitvtnr
for
vited to take part in the selection of Full Set of Teeth
accounts; good Balary
merchandise
delegates to the territorial convention. Gold Crowns
and expenses. Address Globe Com- The several precincts of the county Gold Filling
$1.50
pany. 723 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa,
shall be entitled to representation as Painless Extracting
Gentlemen's second-ban- d
WANTED
follows, based upon the vote cast at
clothing. No. 515 South First street,
the last general election for members ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR
south of viaduct. Send address and
of the council in the republican ticket.
ANTEED.
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
PRECINTS.
DELEGATES.
WANTED Gentleman or lady with
No. 1. Plutarcoo Lueras
4
good references, to 'revel by rail
No. 3. Melqulades Martinez
5
or with a rig, for a firm of
No. 4. Daniel Martinez
4
capital. Salary $1,072.00 per
No. 5. Eslavlo Vigil
9
year and expenses; salary paid
No. 6. Nepomuceno Marino
4
weekly md expensss alvacced.
No. 7. Darlo Gutierrez
2
wiih stamp, Jos A. AlexanB. F. COPP.
No. 8. David M. Perea
4
der. Albuquerque, N. M.
No. 9. D. J. Metzgar
4 ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.
No. 10. Pablo Crespin
2
SALESMEN
WANTED.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
No. 11. J. F. Hubbell
3
to place Jewelry
Salesman
WANTED
No. 12. M. E. Hickey
20
departments with general trade in
No. 13. M. C. Ortiz
10
Small Holding Claim.
Mexico. High commissions,
New
No. 14. Pedro Aranda
2
(No. 701.)
with $100.00 monthly advance. PerNo. 22. J. R. Carpenter
2
manent position for capable sales3 Department
No. 23.
Juan Gutierrez
of the Interior, United
man. Jewelry experience unnecesNo. 26. T. N. Wilkerson
21
sary. Joss H. Smith Co., Detroit,
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M,
No. 29. Transito Candelaria
4
August 25, 1906.
Mich.
No. 34. J. D. Maldonado
3
FOR SENT.
No. 35. Carlos B. Chaves
6
Notice is hereby given that the fol
Nicely furnished front
Alternates will not be recognized lowing-nameclaimant
has filed notice FOR KENT
Proxies (substitutes) shall only be of his Intention to make final proof
room. 416 East Railroad avenue,
recognized when held or presented by in support of bis claim under sections
across from library.
a citizen of the same precinct from 16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891 FOR RENT Two furnished rooms
which the delegate has been selected. (26 Stats., 854), as amended by the
for light housekeeping. Inquire at
The precinct meetings shall be held act of February 21. 1893 (27 Stats.,
300 North Broadway,
in the different precincts not later 470), and
said proof will be made FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
that
than the 24th day of September. 1906. before
housekeeping, modern conveniencthe United States court
In precincts 12 and 26, the primaries
es, at 416 South Third street.
N.
Albuquerque,
commissioner
at
be
shall
held at 7:30 p. m. on the 24th M., on October
6,
1906,
viz.: FOR" RENT Pleasant front'rooms for
or September, 1906.
administratChavez,
Manuel
E.
housekeeping.
reasonable
Rent
The precinct chairman herein anof Antonio Jose
Close In. Corner of Sixth 'street and
pointed shall take action and call the or of the estate for
holdthe small
deceased,
Railroad avenue.
precinct primaries, at such, date, hour Chavez,
No. 701, Sec. 25, Twp. 7 N.,
ing
FOR RENT Saloon in good location
and place, as they may deem proper, R. 2 claim
E.
In city; fixtures
and everything
within the date fixed above, and give
He names the following witnesses
proper notice of said meetings.
ready
Apply to Con
for
business.
prove his actual continuous adverse
solidated Liquor Co.
Th chairman and secretaries of pri to
possession
of said tract for twenty
maries will please send to the chair- years next preceding
RENT Newly lurnlsned rooms
the survey of the (OK
man of the county republican central township,
with double bed, Fair week, at rea
viz:
committee a certified copy of the pro
sonable rates. Minneapolis house,
Juan Apodaca, Valencia, N. M.;
ceedings of their meetings and the
524 South Second street.
M.;
N.
Valencia,
Armljo,
Benito
number and names of delegates select
RENTFour-rooMell-to- n
FOIl
house, north
M.;
Sanchez,
Peralta,
h.
"by
ed
their meeting.
street, near electric cars. In
Fifth
N.
M.
Otero,
S.
Peralta,
Contests shall be filed with the secquire
W.
W.
McClellan, 723 North
Any person who desires to protest
retary of the committee not later than
Fourth street,
against the allowance ot said proof,
1 p. m., on the 25th day of September
or who knows of any substantial rea- FOR RENT Apartments
ia Par
1906.
son under the laws and regulations ot
View terrace, eight rooms each;
F. A. HUBBETjI.
why suc'fl
steam heated, and all other modern
Chairman County Republican Central the Interior department
proof should not be allowed will be
conveniences. H. H. Tilton, room 19,
committee.
given an opportunity at the
Grant Block.
NESTOR MONTOYA, Secretary.
time and place to
FOR RENT One
house, the witnesses of said claimant,
HOW ABOUT YOURS?
Pacific; 2 rooms, 514 South Broad
I gazed with
way, lurniBhed or unfurnished, an
eyes upon and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
that submitted bv claimant.
a 8ot once dear to me,
modern furnished rooms, upstairs,
MANUEL . OTERO,
A place where oft I wandered when
502 South Second street.
Register.
from toil and city free;
FOR RENT Cottages and cottage
That once fair beauty Bpot now bore
fiats, one to five rooms. Very nicePain From a Burn Promptly Relieved
the traces of neglect.
ly furnished, pianos, etc., to suit
By
Pain
Balm.
Chamberlain'
It showed the break of human plans,
tenants. Mrs. Norris, No. 110 East
A little child ot Michael Strauss of
tne brave ambition wrecked.
Coal avenue, east end of viaduct.
Vernon, Conn., was recently in great
It showed the loss of precious time,
as
band,
on
a
from
burn
and
Bain
the
TOR 8ALE.
good labor thrown away.
the FOR SALE City lots" and houtres
cold applications only increased
And sadder still to me, each mark of Inflammation, Mr.
Strauss came to Mr. cheap, for cash or payments.
all this vast decay
James N. Nichols, a local merchant,
Betrayed the weakness of a man about (or somci'aing to stop the pain. Mr. FOR SALE Fire woo"da"t the- -S u- perior Lumber and Planing Mill Co.
to grasp a prize
Nichols says: "I advised him to use
No wonder that I gazed upon the Chamberlain's Pain Balm, and the FOR SALE Roosevelt house; sixteen
scene with
eves.
ro:ms, furnisned. $800, if taken at
first application drew out the inflamThere stood a spreading burdock mation and gave Immediate relief. I
once.
bush, a patch of goldenrod.
have used this liniment myself and FOR SALE Fine driving mare; ulso
While rank, unsightly barn grass recommend It very often for cuts,
second-han- d
surrey. 1123 Tlgeras
grew rrom each well hardened burns, strains and lame, back and have
Road.
clod.
never known it to disappoint."
For FOR SALE Adairy of 12 'good JerAnd over there the niullen thrived and sale by all druggists.
sey cows. Apply at 1115 Norti
grew.
there the thistle
Arno street.
The plantain, daisy, gimson weed, the
A NEW SHOW EVERY WEEK.
SALE A
FOR
rag
nniK and
weed, too.
flat neatly furnished, in down town
The dandelion showed its head a
Manager Davis, of the Penny Pardistrict. Address XX. Citizen.
thousand times or more
street, an- i'Oli SALE
A handsome Hardman
And goose weed grew there as that lor. 216 V4 South Second
program,
new
change
a
nounces
of
piano, in fine condition and almost
weed had never grown before.
songs
every
pictures
Saturnew
and
You can not see why I should grieve day morning.
ne, at a bargain. For particu
A whol . show for a
lars, call at this office.
or sing a mournful tune?
penn.- -.
Well, that's the back yard garden
FOR is ALE My general store. Rare
was bragging of last June.
chanre for someone to secure an
Starving to Death.
established" business.
Address
Because her stomach was so weak"To Cure A Felon."
M.. Pueblitos, N. M
by useless drugging that she
Sam Kendall, of Phllllpsburg, ened
not eat. Mrs. Mary H. Wal- FTJlt SALE Texas CarlKlKi.l Mineral
could
ist cover It over with Buck-- h ters, of St. Clair St., Columbus, O.,
water. Sold by the grocers and drugSalve and the Salve will was literally starving to death. She
gists. Samp.8 and testimonials at
Quickest cure for writes: "My stomach was so weak
116 West Coal avenue. W.
V.
"""aids, Wounds, Piles. from useless drugging that I could
sole agent.
n, Chapped Hands, not ea-t- , and my nerves so wrecked FOR SALE A well
established genKyea. Only 25c that I could not sleep; and not beeral merchandise store, doing goo
fore I was given up to die was I Inbusiness, in good country town;
gk"od
duced to try Electric Bitters; with
reasons for selling; store
the dec- - the wonderful
building and dwelling for rent or
that improveFleld( ment began nt result
once, and a complete
sale. p. O. box 218.
the cure followed " Best health
Tonic on FOR SALE One Buffalo icale, 1
earth. 50c. Guaranteed by all drug-'st- s.
marble counter, 1 Ice box, capacity
1 ton, 1 Ice
machine, 6 horse power
engine, 1
power boiler, 2
Atk for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
steam water pumps, 1 Buffalo meat
BREAD and take no other.
chopper, 1 bone grinder, 1 sausage
stuffer, racks and hooks, at Tony
Mlchelbach's, Old Town.
Is ti e joy of the household, for without FOR SALE The Minneapolis House,
at a bargain. Must be sold. Forty-fou- r
r.o 1..1 ppiness can I e complete. How
rooms, all newly furnished,
!
wweet
the
;
picture of mother and babe
painted and papered. The best paying property In Albuquerque. Any
.f'geis smile at an J commend the
thoughts and apirat:ons of the mother
olfer acceptable. Call or address C.
D. Warde, the Minneapolis House,
ber.dmsrcver the cradle. T'.e ordeal through
Albuquerque, N. M.
which the expectant mother must pass, howmerchandise
ever, is to lull of danger and suffering that sh FOR SALEOeueral
business on the El Paso and Southlooks forward to the hour when she shall feel
western in eastern
New
Mexico.
the exquisite thrill of motherhood with indescribable dread and fear.
Stock $15,000 to $20,000. Fine
Every woman should know that the danger, pain and horror of childfor right party. Can explain good reason for selling. Iv
birth can be entirely avoided by the use f Mother's Friend, a scientific
callty healthiest in New Mexico. Adliniment for external use only, which toughens and renders pliable all
dress Inquiries to this
me part, atM assuts riaiur- - in
Well Worth 1 ryinfl.
its sublime work. By its aid
W. II. Brown, the popular pension
thousands of women have
attorney, of pittsfleld, Vt., says: Next
passed this great crisis in perto a pension, the best thing to get is
fect tafety and without pair..
Dr. King's New Life Pills. Ha writes:
"They luep my family in splendid
So cj at 1 oo per bottle by druggii'i rsur boot
health." Quick cure for Headache,
ot priceless vtlut tc til women sent lre Addr ti
Constipation and Biliousness.
25c.
BKAOriCLO HfOVLMTOH OO., All male. Cm
Guaranteed by all druggists.

l $8

Special Corresoondenre.
Bloomlngton, Ind., Sept. 22. Indiana has a preacher who defends
florae racing. He believes it harmless and highly beneficial.
The Rev. W. R. Williams, of this
city, was not afraid to boldly advocate his sentiments When the matter
of horse racing at the county fair was
under discussion.
The Rev. Mr. Williams Is not a man
who seeks notoriety, but when a
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Rev
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wordly matter comes. to his attention
tuas
loo courage to speak his

t,u

1

s.

The Rev. Mr. Williams prepared the
luuowing statement.
By the Rev. W. R. Williams.
There are two objections raised
gaJnst horse racing. Cruelly to the
horse and gambling. I do not consider
racing cruel, nor any more a task
haa driving or working the horse ex-ttime for pleasure or money. God
Cave man dominion over the animal
kingdom. Man can lawfully use any
animal for his profit or pleasure.
Horse racing is not an evil with in
Itself. The horse enjoys the race as
ranch as the athlete his games.
Gambling goes with racing. But
if we were to abandon all that is bet
on. we would quit our political elections and all that make us good and
great Everything that has chance in
It Is gambled on. In all our work and
pleasure we should eliminate the evil.
This should be our practice in the
horse race.
The race Is chief support of the
county fair. I believe the couuty fair
' a benefit; an Inspiration to better
Mng,
manufacturing
and stock
It is one of the branches In
"
There is a pleasure
"nine of the tired man in
se race. It breaks the
'ness life and gives
to our daily
ra

above-mentione- d

cross-examin-

e

tear-dimm-

e,

fact,"

On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10 and aa high as
1200. Loans are quickly made end
strictly private. Time: One month
to one year given. Goods remain in
your possession. Our rates are reasonable. Call and Bee us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 8 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

a

'Francis i.
van la, in a k
Tbursday by h.
private secretary
W. C. lU'lU.
In au
euJatle which is main.,
personal nature the writ,
tie is a4wayn willing to loo..
Interests of New Mexico.
Hon. James Francis Burke
candidate for
as congrc
man in the thirty-flrs- t
congressiona.
district of Pennsylvania. That he
will succeed himself is already a foregone conclusion for the simple reason
hat be Is without opposition. This
district is naturally overwhelmingly
republican, and having made a splendid record during his first term as a
representative from Allegheny, the
democrats and Lincn.n party endorsed him for
A recent issue
of the Pittsburg
Gasette contained a cartoon of the
popular young eoiigiebutnan which
was entitled "Speaking of Easter Posies!" Mr. Burke was pictured standing
in the ceuter of a stage bearing four
huge bouquets of flowers attached to
which vere ribbons inscribed with the
endorsements of the various opposiby
tion parties aiul his
the republicans.
Congressman Burke, lias sprung in-prominence in politics only within
the past few years, and is now recog-.nisuas one of the leading politicians
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With Ample Means and Unsurpassed

DEPOSITS

Corner

Lots and Improved Property
Parts of the City.
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205 West Gold
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Pensions,
caveats,
claims.

STATE NATIONAL BANK

Albuquer-

National

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

E. W. Dobso.i.

ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office,
well Mock, Albuquerque. N. M.
DENTISTS.

CAPITAL,
SURPLUS AND PROFITS,

Crom-

DR. J. E. KRAFT,

..

.

$100,000.00
22,000.00

Interest Paid on lime Deposits
Safety Deposit Boxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts of the Wond

Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
mall.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
No. 306 Rallnlid avenue.
Office
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:-- J p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Appointments made by mall.
PHYSICIANS.
Office,

a.

JTKANK McKXa
R. A. FROBT

LOANS

Ira M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. 32
N. W., Washington, D. O.
lands, patents, copyrights,
letter patents, trade marks,
R. W. D. Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
que, N. M. Office, First
Bank building.

ll.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

in All

Auto Phone 578

PROFESSIONAL

Cro-awe-

Good

BASHINSKY
AN 3

Solicits

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA & SANTA FE RY.

PORTERFIELD CO.
110 West Gold Ave.

BACON

and

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna. President; w. 8. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W.
J.
Johnson
sst. Cashier; Win. Mcintosh, J.
Baldrldge, Solomon una, A. M. Blackwell. Geo. Arnot, O. E.

E8TATE.

Lot on South Walter,
Location, $350.00.

(il

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

mm
A I FT

fl

Facilities.

t'&Q Emsk Oil

WATCH THIS.

REAL

tear-dimm-

1

IngU.

INTEREST

MONEY to LOAN

$250,-000.-

Ad-di'-

NEW MEXICO

Capital and Surplus, $100,000

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

WANTED.

Carrier, 60c per month

lnn

ALBUQUERQUE

for 10c

CmiiK will b. dallvaral In th
A delegate convention of the repub
a ha b rata af 10 cants pv wnk. ar far M lican oters of Bernalillo
county.
monthly.
paid
wttan
aMatk,
w
M
New Mexico, Is hereby called to meet
Uwtltlig IttM Iide Knom on Application at Albuquerque In said county at the
Klks' opera house, at 10 a. m., on the
M anfar a f.Tor br nottfrtnt
liGth day of September, 1906, for the
papr.
ar
aa
Ui.
aar
mtair
purpose of selecting nine delegates to
V bilm naa ramtttantai thould h addriwd U
Umaaa PvauaniNa Cohmnt. Drafts, represent the county of Bernalillo at
is. a tafnn. and avpraaa aionay araart the territorial convention which shall
ha aaia payabla at th. ardar at th
be held in East Ias Vegas, New Mexico, on the 29th day of September,
Twm

Mr

Ju

Citizen Want Ads, FurnisH you
with names and addresses
of people who are
"Neccessary to You Prosperity

School Chlldran

.w

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

who fhould be working for yon?
tnoneyT
wh wouid rlrt'r lend
wna mould like to buy your horse?
who would buy an Interest In your business
who would buy that lot of (round?
man who would buy your old bicycle?

man
ma
n;un
man
man

SEPTEMBER 22, 1908.

BANK INSTITUTIONS

&f)Q

For Invalids

5 00

.,....

tbe
the
the
the
of the
of the

of
of
of
of

Health Insurance in its
Cheapest Form

Hokt Clrariittta.
Hrttim Arinna ClmillttM.

TIKMI or SUBSCRIPTION!
W aaaa. an. rar la tw
.
a aronth
k

SATURDAY,

DO YOU WANT THE
NAME. AND ADDRESS

Aseptic Paper
Drinking Cups

Ntw

ti'rt

CITIZEN.

EVENING

We Want Your

Banking Business

DIRECTORS
Marron. Wm. Farr. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A. Miera.
D. H. v.arns. J. A. Weinman. F. H. otrong. Jay A. Hubbs.

O. N.

DR. R. L. HUST.
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
6--

Tuberculosis
treated with
Electrical
Current and
Germicide. Treatments given each
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m.. Trained
nurse In attendance. Both 'phones.
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo., Red 115.

y

GROSS. KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers

A. BORDERS.

Commercial Club Building. Black
and White Hearse, $5.
ARCHITECTS.
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling-ford- .
,
Rooms
Barnett building,
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
CIVIL ENGINEER.
J.

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

Farwell.
Room 23. N. T. Armljo building.
NOTARY PUBLIC. ,
R.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Thos. K.

D. Maddlson.
Office wltih W. B. Childers, 117

Gold avenue.
RODERICK

West

STOVErt, E. E.
Electrical and Mechanical Engineer.
Aeent for Fairbanks. Mnrsa A r.a.
Gas and gasoline engines a specialty.
906 west Railroad avenue. Automatic 'phone, 179.
EXAMINER

OF TITLES.

rAlbuaueraue Business
Men
Evening
I

H. R. WHITING,
8outh Second Street, First
National Bank building.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Examiner and abstracter ot land
titles, Including those of Spanish and
Mexican origin.
No.

I
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MERCHANT

TAILORING

UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE. O. BAMBINI, PROPRIETOR.
My merchant tailoring snop la upstairs over No. 209 West Railroad avenue, where I solicit the patronage ot
the public. ' All work guaranteed first-clasas I have bad fifteen years' experience in the business. Suits made
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
repaired. The specific I use will not
Injure the cloth. Ladles' garments
also cleaned and walking skirts made
to order. Give me a trial.

Citi-- !
advertise in the
zen because it is the paper
the people of Albuquerque
read.
t

0)9y9

m

.

OLD KELIAULiS."

.

La Bm

ESTABLISHED

1873.

ft
Q

PUTNEY

s,

O. BAMBINL

The Breath of Life.
It's a significant fact that the
strongest animal of its size, the gorilla, also has the largest lungs. Powerful lungs mean powerful creatures.
How to keep the breathing organs
right should be man's chlefest study.
Like thousands of others, Mrs. Ora A.
Stephens, of Port Williams. O., has
learned how to do this. She writes.
"Three bottles of Dr. King's New
Discovery stopped my cough of two
years and cured me of what my
friends thought consumption. O, it's
grand for throat and luug troubles."
Price,
Guaranteed by all druggists.
5io and $1.00. Trial boule tree.

2

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

?

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

2

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
J
in the Southwest.

V

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

J

RAILROAD

AVENUE.

OOfOSOtStOSCK
J.

C.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M.

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE A NO CHICAGO LUMBER
PAINT Covers more, Iocs best, wears the
longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDiNo PAPER Always in stock. Plaster, Lime, Cement, Paint,
Glass, Sash, Doers, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

2.

Z

8EPTEMBER 22,

SATURDAY,

'ALBUQUERQUE

1906,

EVENING CITIZEN.

PACt THREE

esldeimoe ZLos Sjx274 5 IFeetf;

PIKE'S PEAK
CENTENNIAL

ONLY $25.00 TO $150.00 PER LOT

CELEBRATION
Will Occur atColorado Springs
During the Whole of
Next Week.
EXTENSIVE

.,

.t

,

.

--

.

.

FREE AUTO RIDE TO AND FROM PROPERTY
Office Room 9 and If, Cromwell Block

Only $5.00 Down, Balance $5.00 per Month, No Interest.

PREPARATIONS

the young commander and he died
THE OCCASION while the troops won a brilliant victory. The captured flag of the British
was placed under his head to ease his
I II
dying agony. The remains of General
lie In the government plot 01
Full Program Here Given Togclner Pike
Madison barracks. New ork. A mod
est slab marks the resting place of
Willi Brief Biography of the Ex
the hero.
MADE

. .

. ,.

Albuquerque Pressed Brick & Tile Go.

LOCAL

Colorado Snrlnes. Colo.. Sept. 22.
One of the largest and most Inter
ever
Mrs. C. T. Brown of socorro is In
celebrations
fifttlnir historical
held In the west will begin here to- the city visiting and shopping.
morrow. It la the celebration In hon
Miss Flora Vann bss returned home
or of the one hundredth anniversary from an extended visit to friends in
of the discovery of Pike's Peak by Illinois.
Captain Zebulon Montgomery Pike, of
R. B. Thomas and daughter, :lss
the United States army. Extensive Bessie Thomas, sre in the city from
preparations have been made by the Santa Fe taking In the fair.
citizens of this town in general and
Carl I Bishop of SanU Fe, who
the Pike Monument association In
couple of days.
particular to make the celebration a attended the fair for Capital
City.
greet success. i ne event win oe un has returned to the
M. A. Otero arrived on
der the auspices of the Pike Monu
ment association, liberally supported the limited yesterday from Indiana,
by the citizens of Colorado Springs where he placed his boh in school.
'and the entire state. The- presence
postmaster
and
Simon Neustadt,
of several thousand men, Just return general merchant of Los bunas, is
ed from the mobilization camp at Fort among the fair visitors in the city.
Riley, Kas., will lend a military note
A. H. Hilton, general merchant and
to the celebration quite appropriate to coal
operator of San Antonio,
the character of the hero of the an was mine
among yesterday s arrivals from
niversary. Captain, later General Z
the south.
M. Pike.
Mrs. Judith Chitwood of El Paso,
Although the celebration proper will
spent the summer on the Pecos,
who
Monday,
begin
city
is
until
the
not
In
Is
the city the guest of Mrs. Rod
great
already In a state of
excitement
Stover.
erick
parts
Thousands of visitors from all
Miss Bennett has resigned her poof the west have arrived to witness
Rule Dry
the events of the anniversary week sition with the Golden
Soldiers are beginning to arrive and Goods company and accepted a clerkby tomorrow night it Is expected there ship at the Globe store.
will be nearly 10,000 soldiers belong
Mrs. Mariano S. Otero, who visited
lng to different branches of the ser the family of Mr. and Mrs. Thos D.
vice, concentrated here. Indians from Burns at Tlerra Amarilla, lias returnthe various tribes with which Captain ed to her home in this city.
Pike came In contact during his west
Attorney A. A. Sedlllo and family,
ern exploring tour, are gathering here prominent people of Socorro, are
to assist In the celebration and add among the large number of Gem City
a touch of picturesquesness to the people attending th- fair.
scene. The city Is profusely decor
Hon. E. J. Hullng and Hon. Casl-mlrated and everything is in readiness
Barela, who attended the sheep
for the events of the week.
wool growers' convention, returnand
Tomorrow special services will be
Trinidad, Colo., last night.
held in all churches of this state, ed to
Hannigan of the firm of Han- James
commemorative of the anniversary
of the
and the high moral and religious char nigan & Tracey, proprietors
club bouse in Demlng, was an
acter of Captain Pike. Monday the largest
celebration proper will begin with a Albuquerque visitor for the week. Ad-le- r
Mi's. Blanche Stowe, Mrs. A. M.
jrrand military parade, in which the
and the latter's sister, Miss MinUnited States troops, G. A. R. veter
war veterans, nie Cellars, have returned to Las Veg
ans, Spanish-America- n
National guards, cadets and patriotic as after remaining in the metropolis
societies will take part. In the after- a few days.
noon there will be aNpolo tournament
Judse and Mrs. C. L. Flinn, promt
and In the evening ax military recep- nent people of Wlnslow, Ariz., are in
tion by Governor Jesse F. McDonald. tne citv visiting Mrs. Flinn s sisters
Tuesday will be Pioneer day: There Mrs. S. K. Wlhite, Mrs. J. U lieu ana
will be exercises by early settlers unMrs. Fred Douglass.
der the auspices of the pioneer sociMrs. John Becker, Bennie Becker, L.
eties of the state. In the afternoon C. Becker, F. G. Fisher, IL E. Davis,
there will be a golf tournament and a of Belen, and Oscar Lefering of Sabi- reception to the pioneers In the even- nal, were arrivals from the south yesing.
terday morning.
On Wednesday, which has been
M. W. Mills, one of the largest and
named ' Historical Day." the grand
civic and Industrial parade will be most successful fruit raisers of Colfax
the fair anu
held, Illustrating the industrial prog- county, who attended
ress of the state. A monumental tab- sheep and wool growers' atconvention,
springer.
let will be unveiled on Pike's Peak has returned to his home
C. W. G. Ward, the Las Vegas at
under the auspices of Colorado colwriter, who
lege. Many prominent national his- torney and
torians will take part in the exercises. was here a couple of days tnis week,
The polo and golf tournaments will be has returned to that city. He sent lo
continued In the afternoon and In the the Optic a fine article about the terevening several receptions will be ritorial fair.
held.
The Postal Telecraph company has
On Thursday, Pike's day, a huge voluntarily raised the wages of its
nranite, block erected In honor of messenger boys 12.50 a month. The
Captain Pike will be unveiled in Ant- raise is to go into effect October 1.
lers park. A chorus of 1,000 voices The present wages of the messengers
will sing the Centennial Ode written are $15 a month.
for this occasion. The Daughters of
Mrs. George Martin, accompanied by
the Revolution and various federal Miss
M. P. Merritt, left last night for
part
will
in
state
take
of
clubs
the
ToDeka and Kansas City, Mo. Mrs
bo
will
a
also
exercises.
There
the
husband wae killed in the
military review In the afternoon and Martin's
local railroad yards a few days ago.
government
officials,
to
reception
a
It Is understood the lady will reside
iliplomats, etc., in the evening.
in the future among relatives at to
Friday will be Colorado day. There peka.
will be a grand parade of troops, vetHon. O. A. Larrazolo. the gentleman
erans, Indians, cowboys, fraternal soas candidate
cieties, patriotic societies, etc. An- selected by the democrats
delesate to congress, was a pasother interesting feature will be an tor
for Las Vegas this morning, beautomobile endurance run from Den- senger
ing accompanied by Attorney A. A.
ver to Colorado Springs. In the ev- Jones,
who was chosen chairman of
ening there will be receptions In honor of some of the distinguished vis- .theterrltorlal democratic central

:

We keep everything in

stock to outfit the most fastidious bar complete
to the Southwest for

Manufacturers of

....

o

JOS. S. HLIT2,
WM. LEMP AND
ST. LOUIS A. B.
BREWERIES.

Maxiufjsc

YELLOWSTONE,
GREEN RIVER,

Roofing Tile

Common Brick
Face Brick
Red Brick
White Brick
Buff Brick

-

The celebration will close on Saturday with Centennial Day. Its features will be military maneuvers and
drills, automobile maneuvers, a reunion of the Sons of Colorado and other
patriotic societies and in the evening
a grand illumination of Pike's Peak
by bonfires, and fireworks in the city
parks.
Pike was a lieutenant of 23 years
when he was chosen to lead two exploring expeditions, the first to discover the headwaters of the Mississippi, and the second to report on the
territory of Louisiana which the United States government at the time contemplated buying from France, His
first trip was successfully accomplished In July, ISofi, and he set out
on the perilous journey which ended
In his capture by the Spaniards, but
perpetuated his name, and fame.
Pike first saw the peak on November 1, lSuti. HU little party gave
three cheers for the Mexican mountains. It was not until twelve days
later that Pike, who in the meantime
bad been promoted to the rank of
captain, climbed Cheyenne mountain,
eighteen miles from the "big white
mountain." as Pike called the peak.
He did cot even attempt to make an
ascension of the mountain, as he believed the feat could not be accomplished. The mountain was never
named by Captain Pike nnd for many
years was named James' Peak on the
government map. The early pioneers, however, gratefully preserving
the memory of the great explorer. Insisted on railing the mountain Pike's
1'eak, until that name was so generally used that the government adopted the name.
Captain Pike was rapidly promoted
after bis return from the west, and
was but 31 years old when as a brigadier general he commanded the
forces hat attacked York. Canada, on
April 27, 1813.
The explosion of a
powder magazine mortally wounded

Partition Tile

W. H. McBRAVE
CEDAR BROOK,
LOUIS HUNTER,
T. J. MONARCH,

-

And other standard

too numerous to m

Hollow Block

C

'S

brands of whlckies
tlon.

WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS

Sewer Pipe
Wall Coping

But sell the straight article aa received by tig from the best Vlneriea,
Distilleries and Breweries In the United States. Call and Inspect our
Stock and Prices, or write tor Illustrated Catalogue and Price list.
Issued to dealers only.

St. Michael's College
CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

0K0000
Vann Mercantile Co.

Elks Opera House
Opening o( the Season
Monday and Tuesday. Sept.

-

SANTA FE,

Fair Visitors Invited to See Samples
.... Albuquerque, N. M.
Office and Salerooms 110 South Second Street

FORT

Y-EIGH-

-

NEW MEXICO

YEAR

TH

BEGINS SEPT. 3rd, 1906

'O

24-2- 5

BRO. E. LEWIS, PRESIDENT
THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

The Yuma Athenaeum Company!

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flinlkole Roofing

All visitors to the city are cordially
invited to call at our store; "we
are dealers in

Headed by the World's Greatest Sensation

YUMA

9

Mystery

7 BIG ACTS 7
Pricet-50-

c,

75c,

$1-0-

Albuquerque, New Mexico

First and Marqoette

AS A SPECIAL INDUCEMENT

The only act of ill kind is the world, supported
by an All Star Vaudeville Company

to those who are anxious to hare a
sas range, yet are postponing buying
till next year, we are making this,
unique offer, good till August 20.

Drugs, Stationery

Detroit Jewel Ga Range No. 52-1Terms, $5 cash and 14 a
month for four months,
Detroit Jewel Gae Range, No. 25-1S22.9Q,
Terms, $5 eash and $3.60 a
month for tfre months.
FREE PLUMBING.
To each p jchaser of a range will
be given, free, one year's auoecrip-uo- n
to one of the following magaxlnes
The Delineator, Good Housekeeping
or Woman's Home Companion. This
exceptional offer will be closed after
A

0

121.00.

Jewelry and

Seats on saie at Matson's Saturday,
September 22,' at 9 o'clock.

P. S. Yuma will be presented In ex- V
actly the same performance as appeared by Command, before the Roy
al Family of England, December
Joe Gootilander, the popular com13, 19ui.
mercial tourist for a well known St.
.
Louis wholesale drug company, came
WAS A VERY SICK BOY
in from the south this morning, to
of the big fair.
take in the "wind-up- "
He will be among the carnival
Colic,
But Cured by Chamberlain's
tonight.
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy.
Attorney and Mrs. N. S. Rose of
accompanied by Misses Bessie
"W'henjny boy was two years old
and J)ra Dow, arrived Thursday he had aery severe attack of bowel
and are the guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. complaint, but by the use of Cham- Mr. Hose and Miss Bes- berlaln's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
E. Haines.
sie Dow are delegates to the Epworth Remedy we brought hlra out all right,"
League convention.
Bays Maggie Hlckox of Midland, Mica.
R. W. Reynolds, who so delighted This remedy can be depended upon In
the audience at the opening of the the .nost severe cases. Kven cholera
Presbyterian organ, will sing a solo infantum Is cured by It. Follow the
at the morning service of the Congre- plain printed directions and a cure Is
gational church tomorrow. The pastor certain. For eatery all drugglste.
will speak on the topic, "The Voice of
NOTICE FGn PUBLICATION.
History and Its Waiving to Us of

6,

-

e.

I

Optical Goods

i

fim1o

a,

j

(II. B. No. 6279.)
Itching, bleeding, protruding or Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Aug.
23, 1906.
blind piles yield to Doan's Ointment.
Chronic cases soon relieved, finally
Notice is hereby given that the fol-cured. Druggists ell sell it.
lowing-namesettler has filed notice
Mrs. Marion Davis Is prepared to of his Intention to make final proof j
give music lessons on piano to ad- In support of bis claim, and that said
vanced scholars as well as beginners. proof will be made before the United
Call or address 624
North Second States court commissioner at San Rafael, N. M., on October 5, 1906, vit:
street.
Sec.
o-Juan Garcia, 2d. for the NW
Dyspepsia is America's curse. Bur- 8, Twp. 11 N B. 8 W.
dock Blcod Bitters conquers dyspepHe nanipg the following witnesses
sia very time. It drives out impuri- to prove his continuous residence upties, tones the stomach, restores per- on, and cultivation of, said land, viz:
fect digest ion, normal weight and Masedonio Ramirez, Itamon Bern a,
good health.
Chavez, Bldal Chaves y
Joe
Montova, all of San Rafael, N. M.
MANUEL K. OTERO.
MOTT'S PENNYROYAL PILLS
Register.
Thfjr offrtfime WBknt-ac
11 It fcllil UUliKUh,IU re art- Vlir
a ltd btimli
Chamberof
iMiit i.f
The Laxative effect
n " ll.y mi
1.1 ir HWrt"
lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets is
Uivlrlsal oruninlitu.
uiiniltf
lit
ami bod v. No so agreeable aud so natural you can
nririi.
knowu
for Woiuni f,'iala
tliwin. riiii,.c do liriii llfu ti. hardly realize that it is produced By
.
i,
i'oim-.i
prr hm a medicine. These tablets als3 cure
mini, .inn
MOTT CHEMICAL CO,liUKflili,
u.i. i".u. indigestion and biliousness. Price 25
. ANN & SON.
X)R SALE BY
cents. Samples free nt all druggists.
i

d
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WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

Hare been appointed excluilre agents

"

itors.

A GIOMI.

Wines, Liquors & Cigars

Contractors for all kinds of Brick Work. Estimates
Cheerfully Given. Brick Mantles a Specialty.

,

com-tltte-

Treasurer.

Liquor Co.

Successors to
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI

Face and Common Brick

PARAGRAPHS

O. Bachecht,

Consolidated

MANUFACTURERS OF .

plorer and Military Hero.

Chai. Mellnl, Secretary

J. D. Eakln, President
G. Glomi, Vice President

FOR

r.-- .

'

We handle fine goods in all lines, and
guarantee you full value for your money.
If you need glasses call on our Mr. S. T.
Vann; appointments can be made in
the store.
Corner Gold Avenue and Second Street

0KKK0

00000000K

00 0K00

OAIV

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Co.

CORNER 4th AND GOLD
A. C. BILICKE AND JNO. 8. MITCHELL INVITE THEIR FRIENDS
MAKE NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS AT THE

TO

HOLLENBECK HOTEL
Los Angeles,
Calif.

Your friendship and patronage la appreciated.
Courtesy
guests Is a pleasure to us.
HOLLEN8ECK

end attention

HOTEL AND CAFE BETTER THAN EVER.
CONVENIENT AND DESIRABLE.

te

LOCATION

New Mexico people spending the Summer on the beaches are welcome te
feel at home In our hotel when visiting Loe Angeles.
DEPOT AND BEACH LINE CARS STOP AT THE HOLLENBECK DOOR.

09)O9jO901jOCO9)OKO9

Attention, Fair Visitors!
Japanese and Chinese Chinaware and Handkerchiefs

MEXICAN DRAWN WORK
AND INDIAN CURIOSITIES
Silk and Linen Shirt
Waist Patterns

i.n..a

SAM KEE

NO. 215 SOUTH SECOND STREET,

KEIB

So. :caDocococoooocoo

POSTOFFICE

Mormon Conference
at Salt Lake City
For above occasion the SANTA FE will sell tickets to
Salt Lake City and return for one fare of $33.10.
Tickets on Sale September 28and 29, 1906.
T. E. fURDY, Agent.
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NEW MEXICO MINING NOTES.
The Copper Circle mine in the Virginia district was
Campbeil. 'l b s is called
sold last week to Illaekbuin
peculiar bit mat ion. It is
the Circle mine because of
at the top of a small liili and there U a circle of quartz
about thirty feet in diameter; in side the circle Is a
mnss of porphyry. The quaiti ranges in tnickness from
a few Inches to several lee; and carries mineral.
Some
high grade ore has been tjken from this claim.
The Chimo mine at Smita Kita shipped some line ore
last week. Messrs. Head and Wort.icii are the lessees
of tho mine.
The railroad at Jarilla is to connect nil the company's working properties with their smelter, so that
the ore can bo handled with slight expense and rapidly.
A nice body of ore, black sulphides, has been opened up in the Iluck mine at Jarilla, owned by Cub McCec.
The shaft Is only clown thirty-fiv- e
feet.
Work Is being pushed on the mill building at tho
Tusas. The machinery has been delayed a few days
but. is expected any day now, niiil the eon'ract to haul
It out. has been let.
A new form of a concentrating
jig recently desiiznecl
liy James V. Deegan. foreman
of the concentrating
plant at Santa Rita, has been erected in ifre mill and Is
civlng excellent results.
The Gallup Republican says: We may not have big
pumpkins and fancy bred hogs to display at the Albuquerque fair, but there Is the best fire clay In the coun-t- i
y, to say nothing of the high grade kaolin, and there,
Is oil rock full of oil and the best fuel coal mined anywhere. McKlnley county Is all right.
According to a report received from Kurmlngton
there Is soon to be something doing In the gold mining
line to the north of fliillup. A Chicago company has
began operations In the Pan Juan river placer ground
and has sent machinery with which they will wash the
pay diit. Karmington people expect a gold rush, as it
is said that the placers are extensive and rich. Placer
mining, when It pays anything at all, pays big. and if
the Chicago out lit makes a good show ing quite a static
pede Into the field will surely follow. Mining Reporter.

W. T. McCREIGHT,

Businesi Manager.

President.

8

DRY FARMING CONVENTION.
The governor of. Colorado has culled for Denver.
congress. Speaking of the
ft
November
Importance of this congress the Rocky Mountain News
has this to day:
"There are a hundred million ucres in the land or
which have
little rain which can never he Inl'-'alebeen esteemed good for nothing but pasturage, and none
too good for that. Yet if I'rofes.sor Campbell Is not mistaken, nearly every acre of this vast territory can bo
made to produce fair crops. If such be the case and
so far all the experiments seem to back up Mr. Campbell then there Is an empire at our very doors, waiting
only the hand of Intelligent Industry. There is room on
onr arid lands for twenty million people, if those lands
can be made but half as productive as now semis probable."
Speaking on the samo subject the IV in it Ucpiiii-llc.a- n
days:
"Great care should be taken, however,
avoid
Riving the convention the character of a
enterprise.
The truth about farming on the plains
should be tolil. and It should, be presented so clearly
that no man of ordinary Intelligence would be excusable wc:o he to niisunderstr.r..!. Tie farts concerning
1he climate of eastern Colorado should ,not bo overlooked, for disappointment awaits any 'man who iries to
farm In that section In the same way tlutt ordinary
farming Is carlrcd on In eastern Kansas, Iowa or I I i
onis. Farmers taking up land on the plains between
the mountains and tho state lie should be prepared to
adopt the Campbell system or whatever other nietjiod
may have been shown to be valuable under arid or seim-ari- d
conditions. They should also appreciate tiie importance of employing irrigation from welis and storm
water so far as may be practicable. Approaching the
Kubject in a proper spirit and discussing ii with a
desire to arrive at a safe conclusion, the proposed
convention crm do much g::J and promote the settlement of the plains region while at the same time It enlightens the people concerning the real conditions undet
which farming may be carried on in that part of the
.
state."
This Is a question in which New Mexico Is vitally
interested, an if the suggestions of the Republican
shall be carried out, there is nothing, not even the national Irrigation problem, which can. bo so beneficial to
this territory as will be this dry farming convention.
It Is much to be desired, however, that Colorado's governor shall prove himself wiser than did the Rocky
Mountain News, which first suggested the calling cf a
dry farming convention. That paper omitted New Mexico from the list of states to be Invited to participate In
the convention. Probably the governor will be wiser.
land-boomi-

.
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THE JAFFA oo
Grocery Comp'y.
"Good Things to Eat'

THE QUALITY
COMPARE
OF OUR GOODS WITH THOSE
GETTING.
YOU HAVE BEEN
WE INVITE INSPECTION OF
OUR GOODS
OUR BAKERY.
ARE MADE FROM THE BEST
MATEKIAL U A PERFECTLY
SANITARY
BAKE
MODERN
SHOP.
CREAM

Pl'FFS, per dozen

30c

ECLA1RE3,

CHOCOLATE
per doze n

30c

SQUARES, per

CHOCOLATE

15c
per
COCOANL'T SQUARES,
15c
dozen
FRUIT KARS, per dzen ...10c
DOUtill.N I "I'rf. per dozen. ..10c

dozen

CHOCOLATE
LARGE
50c
CAKE
LARGE COCOANL'T CAKE 50c
DA I E
OR NUT
LARGE
50C
CAKE
CAKES
SMALLER CAKES

40c
25c

MEDIUM

PIES
l',TC, ETC.

We have a large assortment
of good things to eat always on
hand, and it is worth your time
to call and see our line.

o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
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Hats

o
o
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Men's Hosiery
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o
o
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Suit to $7.50 Suit.
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muhk firXWPriwniragraiLMji!
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Furniture - Crockery Ranges
During the week we will make a
d
present of a fine
plate
to every customer making cash purchases to the amount of $1.00;
only one plate to each person,
come promptly
hand-painte-

House Furnishers
Have you seen Yuma, the Mystery?

It can talk!
It can walk!
but!
Is it an Automation?
It is a man?
who?
Yuma, the Mystery.,

j

GO TO THE

ants Oaf

Best Meals in Town

Henry Wiegold and the "Boston
Strong Boy," in a championship
wrestling match at the opera house
Thursday evening. Tickets on sale
Tuesday at Matson's.

Prices Reasonable

216 South

Saeond Straat

....ALBUQUERQUE.

We Keep It Up
by using

it Is to the lover of a good cigar to
find a place where he can procure a
delicious smoke for & cents. A good
cigar at a moderate price is a boon
to tho lover of the weed, and ve provide It for him any day In the year

The Best Flour,
The Best Labor,
The Best Methods,
not only in mixing; and bakin?, but
ft;
,l,;
.i.n
vii. ifif aimI selling
the bread. If you want the best
you'll have to use Balling's Bread.

at

....

4

A.

J

RICHARDS
AVENUE.

PIONEER BAKERY,
ZOT SOUTH FIRST UTREIT.
Us

-

Fair Visitors!

1

The Leading Milliner of
the city invites you to
make her store your
headquarters while in the
city. Fall Opening held
just Saturd ay Latest
Tailored and Pattern

Tr" BEST IN TOWN
t 1E

mm CMEMom
Per Gallon

No. 220 Woft Cold A vcuno

-

$J.50

-

LOUDON'SPhone JERSEY FARM
Colo.

Hed

92.

For Prompt Service, Courteous Treatment
And Careful Dispensing, go to
The Busy Little Drug Store
7 West Railroad Avenue
at

See the New "Yestatily"

Mrs. D. D. Coverdale

-

Special Price on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of the city

Mats on Display.

la--

N. M.

A Great Discovery

We keep the quality ot our bread
op to the highest. This is possible

.li.

0

$100

Fine Clothing and Furnishings

o

rirt

!

Underwear from

Q

P.MATTEUCCI

STAGE

Shirts
Manhattan and Earl & Wilson are kept here, Dress
Shirts, Cutis Attached and Detached are kept here.

Every time you buy Hosiery you put
your foot in it but does it stay in it?

1

time-bonor-

o
o
o
o
o

Nettleton Fine Shoes $5.00 to $6.00
Our Own $3.50 to $4.00, none better

See our grand display . of Fall
Neckwear. We've all the new shapes
and the silks are exquisite.

Smart Set

well-wor-

o

Autumn Neckwear

ht

ADAMS

CI

We select our gloves from the
products of the best makers. The
best Perrin, Dent and Hansom.

BMMMVH

B. K.

o
oQ
o

Gloves

Jaffa Grocery Co.

it The

Shoes

have the New Fall Hats in
Dunlap, Hawes and Stetson.

Q

o0
o
o
o
o
o

a
o
a
o
a

JfallAlpine

ao

--

-

19C6.

THIS STORE SENDS GREETING
TO THE FAIR VISITORS

Q

re

,.n
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SOME SILVER CITY NEWS.
Thomas Knucky, wile and child barely escaped with
their lives in a recent fire involving the complete
WMimwum ijvaaar.T"CT--v- of a hotel at Negot, Shasta county, California.
The building boom in Silver City shows no abateHorns Cooking Dep't.
ment with the approach of fall weather.
At the present time there are upwards of twenty-tw- o
buildingj In
POTATO SALAD.
course of construction and completion in the city. OthROILED SMOKED TONGUES.
ers are contemplated and It now looks as if there would
VEAE LOAF.
bj' as many more erected within
the next several'
CHIPPED BEEF.
months.
ROILED HAMS.
A large and extensive body of high grade copper
A FULL LINE OF CHEESE.
ore has been recently uncovered in the San Jose mine
CERVAI.ET Ai 'SAGE.
In Central district.
SALAMI SAUSAGE.
The ore was encountered at ii depth
KOSHER RING.
of 135 feet and promises with slight development to beKOSHER WEINER.
come a bonanza of wealth to its owner and Lessee
KOSHER ROLOGNA.
George MeMillen.
Shipments of this high grade copper
SMOKED REEF.
ore will now be the order of he day.
SMOKED TONGUES.
The local chapter of Daughters of the American
Revolution will give a "paper dancing party" for the
children of the town on the afternoon of Thanksgiving
day.
Hour and place will be announced later. Our
ALBUQUERQUE NO SUBURB.
merchants dealing in crepe paper need lay in ft sood
With the effrontery and supercilious claim of su- supply in time for this event, as quantities of this arperiority which has for ihe last few years characterized ticle will be required for the dainty little costumes to
"Good Things to Fat"
tUo press 01 PI Paso, the Herald of that sand hill town be worn at that time. Independent,
recently said:
MAIL 0RDE8S FILLED THE SAME DAY
NEW MEXICO AND ARIZONA.
'If Albuquerque can sustain successfully an annual
THEY ARE RECEIVED.
The comparative growth and population of New
fair El Paso ought to do at least as well. There is even
Mexico and Arizona can be gauged by the number ot
more reason for an annual fair here, than at Albuquerque, for El Paso is the commercial metropolis of such postoffices in each territory and the number of new
an Immense and varied territory. Coupled with fre- postoffices that are being established. New Mexico baa
quent trade excursions, an annual fair and permanent 445 postoffices and Arizona has only UtiO. .ew Mexico
exposition here would tie the people of the great south- bas 1C6 money order offices and Arizona has 120. New
west to El Paso commercially as if all the cities and Mexico has six second-clas- s
offices and Arizona has
.....
nnn
New Mexico lias twenty-eigvm. Ann
Ti.y...
ivi. ujiitra wciw mure Buuurns. oj i five.
tInttnth within
more postoffices
thin cltv"
today than It had on January 1, Arizona has one post-offiand you too get their
The fact is that El Paso is the metropolis of only
less.
Arizona's bulk of population Is in mining
clothes cleaned and
a wide extended reach of desert, which some of the rail- towns more or less ephemeral, such as Hisbee. Douglas,
roads now entering there are figuring on cutting out Clifton, Morenci and Globe, while New Mexico's bulk
pressed at
from their main lines. In natural resources El Paso has of population is settled on farms and In small villages
only one it Is upon the border of .Mexico. This has and its larger towns are of a permanent nature. So,
brouhgt It six lines of railway, which the town has not after all, Arizona has not much to brair about its su
promoted. These are the Texas & Pacific, the South- periority over New Mexico in wealth, population anct
western, the Mexican Central, and Green's uncompleted future promise. The difference between New Mexico
W. Silver ivt.
Auto. Phone 270 $
I
mountain line.
and Ariztona is that between Massachusetts and VerUnder the old railroad regime, and under the Texaj mont, the first thickly settled, prosperous and growing
railroad laws and commission, El Paso has received rapidly; the other, although a neighUir, sparsely occu
rates on freights, which have been a burdensome dis- pied by people and growing slowly, very slowly. New
crimination against all cither parts of the country within Mexican.
400 or 600 miles of that place. But for this discrimin
ation Albuquerque had long since been the peer of El
GOOD FOR "THE HUBBELLS."
Paso In commerce and manufactures, as she has always
The Albuquerque Fakir Journal in a long editorial
DEALER IN
oeen the superior of that place In climate, enterprise, prates about "the paramount issue" in
coun
Hernalillo
and ChildWomen's
Men's,
agricultural resources, extent of valuable tributary ter- ty und Jumps again onto the "defunct Hubbell regime.''
ren's Fine Shoes
ritory In fact, in everything in which she compotes This ought to help the Hubbells to return to power.
with EI Paso, the superiority of the latter lying alone ine opposition of that paper should not hurt any man.
First Clais Rf pairing a Specialty
In railway favoritism and international ruffianism.
as it is well known that is bought and sold body and
AU Work Guaranteed
soul, by a gang that has nothing in view except tho fill
No. 103 North
Strmot
ing or its pockets at the expense of the community und
THE COUNTY FAIR
of the people. If there is anything that will conduce to
The multiplicity of county fairs, with which some the success of the Hubbells in
Bernalillo couuty politics
have confounded the territorial fair, is one of the most in this campaign it will be
fact
the
that the Fakir Jourassuring signs In the development of New Mexico. In nal is fighting them. The sheet admits
the Hub
fact It is a growing idea In the Rocky mountain coun- bells are strong in the Duke city, where itthat
has Its larg
try. The Denver Republican, on this subject says that est circulation. Considering
the fact that the Fakir
ii H is the good things that survive the
of Journal has been fighting the Hubbells for years, this
civilization, then the county fair must have been found is significant and proves right
conclusively how little
to be good, for it is here in spite of the fact that wn influence It has where it is
best known New Mexican.
thought we had outgrown It. It must be that something inherent calls for this annual gathering of the
REV. HAVEN AT DEMING.
prise pumpkin, the big turnip, the juicy peach and the
Rev. V W. Haven, superintendent
of tho Anti- fatted calf, for parading results of efforts of which ws Saloon
league, whose headquarters are at .Albuquerque,
are proudest and arraying them where all the world that
In the Presbyterian church last Sunday mornFuneral Director and Licensed Embalmer
cam (o do so may see, admire, praise or envy. Possi- preached
ing
In
and
the evening delivered an address at the
bly It bas its base in the very human desire to be
Automatic - fa
given Methodist church, says the Deming Headlight. On both
Prinn
Colorado, Blk 200
credit for a thing well done; possibly It is the outgrowth of
these
occasions his subject was tho
n
and Cornir riftb and Railroad Annua
of the very natural one to get together and lalk things
over while we Bup the pink lemonade of the fakir and often told "cause of whisky." This matter of the sale
part with surplus coins in backing our guess on where of whisky has been worn threadbare for the past forty
the arrow will cease to spin. Whatever it Is that itrtws years, and will last as a subject of discussion for thb
Alhuaurroue to
uext forty years unless these temperance people get at
Jemvt ret rr Ctmy
tne crowd and demands the rehabilitate of the
m ffte urt-- rv
proper
end of the stream to stop its flow. No one
( rpt Sunday. Ininstitution In all Us pristine glory out here in the
can
up
dry
quire
ley
a
ut
stream
trying
to
ball
out
the
it
at
the new and virilant west, it is here and it is not going mouth,
lieiier to go to tho fountain bead and do your
away.
Andreas Rom
Markwork. Stop
t
O'L.
ero's Meat
of the stuff and the sale ot
uce ...
liiru are tonipiy Hie snivival of the fittest. it will attendtheto manufacture
et, 21 1 W. hold
Itself.
J hey show the American people
Avenue.
bent on exhibiting what
they can do and having a good time wlihal. And a good
CONCERN ING SCENIC HIGHWAY.
mng, too. say wnat you will; good for everv man
Tiie Coocl Roads convention has done well in
woman and chick, for the upbuilding of peach preserves
a legislative committee lo look after legislation
una me uplifting of the fatted calf A good,
next spnnn. says the New Mexican. In the meanwhile
good thing, and more of ,t to con.e.
.
L.
ror .me
reasons nils set forth, The Citizen, the lite it miKht use its efforts to Induce or persuade the U'r
or which Is devoted to the development ot New .Mexico rnovy io complete the scenic highway at least as far n
till! I'ecos river.
Its condition nl lin senl of throe sell
welcomes every county fair
o pr Ispi-ctaraie pieces hi luadway in forty miles, all enditii; in
inacccs lde cliffs, is apt io become ilie laughing slock
AMERICAN MIXING CONGRESS.
Instead f the example for emulation that it. was at first
Tlio Cili'.eu has i vech e,
lie ol licial
;il
for Hio and that it would lie if constructed according to original
ninth animal session of tlit? Auicriciiii Mining
iimrcsh, plans. The imaginary forest reserve line certainly is
to le litWl in Denver, Onulier lM!. This is a m:i'tei not so formidal.le a hairie r that it can not lie overcome,
in which New Mexico lias a most vital iniercist. anc especially sine,'
mi, s ,,f t he road, the most diffiaLuut which The Citieii will h.,w much 10 say in the cult to l.uild, ai.- already completed ,,n the reserve.
Interval
n now ui;.l
10.
Al
ivseni it ii
'
IHKXitisary to j;ive only tj. l,llsjs ,,f re.reseuniti.n In liic
NEWS ITEMS FROM RATON.
.
fonRrt-KSIt is is follow h:
Mis. Kate ilartzil has purchased Ihe huildiiij; on
FIVES':
The prehideut may npiiuint ten delegates m larne.
1'arU and Third siiect occupied by the Klite studio am;
The chief executive of any coin. try innv appc.lii' ten also ihe house tnil u,; adjoining this property on the
dcleRateH.
south. ;is well as titt.eii feet adjoining it on the east
t.overnoi.s of otavs ami territori
may ear h ap- - facing on lnk mimic.
The consideration was $"i'uo
loiut ten delegate.
It Is reported that Mis I la it .el will convert this build-in;- ;
Mayors of cilleu ami lcjwns, two ciel nates each.
and others Ii. may build adjoining it Into store er
Hoards of county commission! rs, two lit l. ua'
office uses.
oach.
I.. (' Hall and .lauhlcr. Cora Ball, of Wlnslow
Hoard
of trade, two delevatea each,
Alii. , at ri veil
Thuisday on a visit to Mrs. I), o.
('haiiitictb of oinmei cc, two delegates each.
Ilwj.r. Mrs. A
Chi.se and other friends here. Mr
Million; bureau and exchanges, tw delegates etc
Bail was for many cais In the employ of the telegraph
Mining (jrgaiii&aiiunH. two delegates each.
service of the Santa I'e in Huton and the family has a
Scientific; societies, two delegates each.
Kieat many frli-- Is here.
Bin-ce-
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The Williams Drug Company
THE BLUE FRONT
Both Telephones.
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READERS OF NEWSPAPERS WANT AS MUCH OF TODAY'S NEWS TODAY

'

THE ONLY WAY IS THROUGH THE EVENING PAPER

AS THEY CAN GET

'

"

CARNIVAL illGHT

School District No. 13, Isabel Baca.-;
School District No. il', Bpifano A.ml Jo.
District No. 41. Daniel1
school

JOHN MYERS, ALIAS

Galleos.

I

NftTEft OF FAIR WEEK.
Considering the enormous crowds
city (hiring the
'that have lxen in the
oniclals had Rey
police
(Continued From Page One. I
the
days
six
No One Allowed to Enter SaAddrCSSeS OpCll
Pst
exceptionally little trouble with law,
robbery)
n husband scorned her, and how. as
jng Medina Oil PrCSCnt
olfenders. But few cases of
loons or Club Rooms
w..r renorttd. in most instances theso
a hnal culmination ot ui lnuigtutte-- i
being small sneak thelf Jobs wherein
heaped upon her Myers deserted hen
PrOSPCrOUS TimCS.
'While Masked.
entirely, taking the Well woman witu
the value of the goods lost wa small.
(
po-him. She sat, a pitifully frail worn- Chief of Police McMiliin's force of
licemen and special oincerg ua roou ATTENDANCE WAS NOT LAKGE an, with pale blue, watery eyes, her POLICE OKDEKS TO AKKEST
work in keeping rowdyism down and
face seamed with lines, telling plain
(Continued From Page One.)
ly the story of her wrongs, hiie told
are to be complimented upon the efficiency of thiir police powers.
how she had tracked Aiyers to this
:o
out
went
!A
Very
of
ihe !als
mothers
Interesting Program Hac city, how she had enlisted the ser-- ' Persons Violating Any oftlic Kules
,
wife.
his
geii'lemaii
and
A
Helm
these uiifortuiiitien.
city, how she ha ilenllsted tiie ser
Been- Arranged For
Set Forth In Official
Alderman
They wish it iiuilorstood that owing Iioth close friends of
vices of tho police of Cincinnati and
have
not
may
the
by
were
invited
t1ny
to tho facilities
Georgo l.earnard,
police
how
had
Order.
here,
located
local
the
Convention.
judged as hest they could under more latter to make use of his bay horse
her husband, but how she had not
they
that
the
hut
of
at
time
which,
antes,
buggy,
the
favoralde rircuniM
and
hail the funds to come here to prose
the
in front of
i
did their hest, and that it was a thank. offer, wis hitched
Tonight, musked carnival night, the
The
ion of cute nt that time, some two years ago,
convent
second
unuual
understood.
store.
well
music
ijcarnard
is
l.ltulemann
Jefs task at that,
Epworlh league of New Mexico almost, and how finally, by dint of city will bo thrown "wido open" to
Olturg had tlx lr trouble as well na Auorney O. N. Marron also had a bay the
was
to order ut the First MeUi-- ! striving and privations, she hud accu- tlK! revelers, but no rowdyism or
the judges. Manager MeCannii. dusi--s- t horse hitched to a bupgy, standing odist called
last night by President mulated enough to come hero and bolsterouBness will be tolerated b
man of them all. inadvertently in lront of the store. The Belen gen- W. O. church
the woman tho police. Entering tho saloons ov
Ogle, who is in the city from once again exemplify
in
early
bIiow
Laby
Mr.
wrong
rig.
and
the
tleman cot the
wandered into
club rooms masked is positively pro.
Ijns 'lHi for ,lle occasion, and wiil scorned" adage.
even"oT'na'ph
,
of
father-in-lawshades
Hal
As
the
Marron's
the afternoon.
The attorneys for tho defendant hlblted, and any one rubbing lamp- -'
ing began to draw to a close ho was luran, who had driven (1 own town, no-- conU,,luo. until Sunday evening. The
their defense upon technical black on the faces of passersby or
still the.ro. his stiff white, collar no tided the police at once that the ri principal speaker of M.the opening ses base
grounds nnd are striving hard to se- throwing Hour will be immediately ar
was llev. J.
Sollie,
of
the
sion
t
i
perspiration
and
,,
white,
inv
or
lonirer stiff
"'
rested. Confetti will be . tho only
" " '" Highland Methodist church, south. cure a favorable verdict for their
rolling down his cheeks, while in his n'H'rque
search of the rig. Th
thing allowed In tho "battle."
lay
along
Sollie's
the
theme
light
the
of
fanatical
the
gleamed
eyes
lice a little later at
Chief of Police McMillln, covering
"nndn
made the
and Mprogress the territory hasprospects
man who exclaims, "Where am I at?" road, saw t he Belenben;
Found Guilty
the above rules, has Issued tho
of
bathe
for
called
,
,
notlHorradailo
rig,
and
....
The jury in the above case
his wife in the Marron
rtS Col.
iwoing official order to ail patrolmen
bies tho mothers, nurses or attend- fled him of the mistake that had been and Its growing influence in the east in a verdict thii afternoon finding n,.,i sn,.'ial officers:
way
to
forward
wriggled
Mints,
their
his
aiiilty.
ants
made. Mr. Marron was returned
Police Headquiiricis.
tho speaker touching on tho state John Myers, uliis .hbn
tho Judges' stand through the crush rig, Mr. I.earnard's rig was point".! hood question and other important Judge Abbott will sent'Tcu im Liter
September 22, 1
was
It
while
and
could,
they
hs best
out to the Bolen gentleman, and the public questions and pointing to the
Instructions
to All Patrolmen and
90
squirm
eventually
the
work,
to
stow
first case of "horse stealisg (?)"
Special Police:
league ana
ing, wriggling, twisting, laugmng, coo- take place during fair week, wa ex birth of the Antl Saloon
No one will be allowed to ci ;er sa
its phenomenal growth, nnd the pos MONTEZUMA
BALL
ing, smiling and occasionally weepintr, plained away.
any
loons wearing a mask. A r
league
will have on
effect
sible
the
10
at
inspected,
and
D'.en
babies had
the
offender violating this ruie
prosperity
of the territory,
future
the
weary,
presiRoswill,
night,
worn
Mayor
and
of
Sloddart
o'clock last
first offense.
"With these facta before jis," said
In'1 dent and general manager of the
besmirched,
bedragglexl
and
The throwing of flour v . not be
A SPLENDID AFFAIR
Bee how
Automobile line, was In Rev. Sollie.is "we can ofreadily
judges had completed the work ol
allowed, nor will the rubbln - of Jamp
epoch, making
that
a
this
time
confollowing
seeing
the
fair
city
and
today
with
the
results:
the
awards,
black on the faces of uathe. ly.
both in tho city of Albuquerque ana
Nicest baby six months old or un- sulting with the proprietors of the that
No rowdyism or boisteronsness of
Mexico
of the territory of No
company,
a
dauga
with
Wallher,
Western
Amusement
der Hose Florence
any kind will be tolerated.
(Continued from Page One.)
you, will be hand
things,
These
mark
attracof
securing
Walthei
line
Mrs.
Andrew
to
their
view
ter, of Mr. and
Officers are ordered to strictly en
ed down through tho annals of his
first,
and Carolina Mattenhergor tions for tho Roswell celebration to tory,
forco these rules and to arrest any
will be read with interest by furlshed the dance music.
(laughter of Mr. and Mrs. P. Matton take place next week. As the carni- those and
are living In ages yet un
Supper was announced at 12:30 and and all persons violating any of them
larger, second. First prize, baby val company is booked for Las Vegas born." who
was
served as last year on the west In the least, on tho first offense.
disapStrong's
met
Mayor
W.
by
Stoddart
O.
given
next week
carriage,
Ry order of
Attorney M. E. Hickey addressed veranda, which had been ncreened In
enjoybut
large
Horlick's
In
prize,
pointment
instance,
this
Jar
Sons; second
THOMAS McMILLlN.
meeting extending welcome to the by canvas. This is what they ate:
the
"greatest
fair
O'Rielly
H.
seeing
by
J.
the
ed himself
Malted Milk, donated
Chief of Police
leaguers on behalf of the city of Al
Bill of Fare.
on earth."
Jo.
buquerque.
en
Tasse.
Bouillon
Casino
the
and
months
in
Among
six
baby
attractions
the
between
' Nicest
Four young rowdies who were rub
This morning's session of the con- Olives
Salted Almonds
considerable
one year old Virginia Elliott Porter, building that gained
on the faces of ladles
bing lamp-blacconsisted of devotional serOyster Patties
Celery
were
the toy poodles vention
daughter of Mr and Mrs. M. E. Forter, attention
passing by last night were arrested
by Miss Hattie Duncan of
vices
led
Sandwiches
Assorted
jured
by
$1,000
a
of
Seemuller,
C.
child
first, and Nello Matteucci.
C.
of
and lodged In Jail. This morning the
Albuquerque and addresses by Rev
Cold Meats
Mr. and Mrs. Amello Matteucci, sec- pedigreed toy poodlo that has taken T. M. Harwood of Albuquerque and
police conveniently forgot that they
Aspic
Turkey,
Boned
with
country.
The
gold
the
over
all
prize,
medallion,
blue ribbons
ond. First
Kmnirort TnnnM still lingered in fluranca vno, anu, na
Attorney N. S. Roae of Estancla, the Ham
curly-hairewere
dogs
by
H.
little,
Yanow
white
studded, donated
wuo
a result, inese cnoice cui-up- s
former taking as a subject, "What
Champagne Punch.
the pawnbroker; second prize, on tho delight of all the women and chil- Does tho Church Expect of the
had no thought for the comfort of
Salads
during
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by
iv.
Casino
photographs,
the
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donated
dozen
others will not be liberated in time
league?" and the latter taking
Chicken
Iobster
Moon & Co.
week.
to perform their despicable tricks to
"The Epworth League as a Recruiting
Neapolitan Ice Cream
two
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and
one
between
Nicest
night. Anyone caught breaking any
The
' "
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Boys' Ground for Christian Workers."
&
Lindcmaun's
Learnard
years of age William Bertram Baca,
of the rules set forth in Chief
attendance is not large.
Cheese and Crackers
son of Mr. and Mrs. Felix Baca, first, band, seated In a large float, attracted
order will be served immedi
The program for this afternoon and
(
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Noir.
Mrs.
fair
at
of
attention
daughter
the
considerable
and KstelU Chavez,
at.ely as were the above young row
the remainder of the convention Is as
morning
3:30
was
the
It
this
before
wliilo
playing
grounds
yesterday,
town,
and
First
second.
H. Chavez, old
dies.
follows:
party broke up.
around the city serenaded The Even
prize, brass bed, given by Albert
Afternoon.
'
In
ing
Citizen,
as
Fe
did
the
Santa
second prize, child's chair,
TAKIN- GYOURS FOR THE
2:30 p. m. Song service, led by K. TONIGHTl TONIGHT! TONIGHTI
dian School band, and the First Regi- B. Schwentker.
by Borradaile & Co.
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE EL
been
Mandell,
The
band
has
baby
latter
band.
girl
ment
Bunella
Nicest
EPHANT.
Address: "The. Epworth Leagues of ELEPHANT.
daughter or Mr. and Mrs. Mike Man-oel- equipped with new caps, which the New Mexico," W. G. Ogle, president,
dopurchased
The
themselves.
boys
set,
toilet
band
Prize, beautiful
Las Vegas.
music of all of the bands here during
nated by H. H. Briggs & Co.
Music.
Char-.lottIncluding
above,
the
disposition
week,
the fair
Baby with best
' Election of of Acres.
Of.
Kvelyn Stevens, daughter of Mr. and the Duke City band, the AlbuSaturday Evening.
and Mrs. C. G. Stevens, the winner. querque Indian School band and the
p. m. Song service.
7:30
Prize, a baby's coat, given by the Gol- band with the carnival company, was
Address: "Relation of the Social
excellent, and fully appreciated.
den Hale Dry Goods company.
and Literary Departments to Personal
Baby with prcaiest eyes Mariano
Christian Work, Frank Peavy, Aibu
G. Armljo, olnjd of Mr. and Mrs. M.
0 querque.
Armijo, the winner. Prize, baby clooak
Music.
and cap to .match, given by Tho EconALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
Address: "Our Possibilities," Rev.
omist.
Richard A. Morley. D. D., Las Vegas
Baby with best conformity of featSunday Morning.
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ures Arthur Henry Jlryce, son of M.
6 a. m. Sunrise prayer meeting in
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Bryce,
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0 Robinson park.
Albuquerque, No. 4
Prize, pair of baby blankets, donated G.obo, No. 1
o
11 a. m. First Methodist church;
4
1
&
B.
Co.
fold
by
2
4 sermon,
Vegas, No. 5
"What Methodism Stands
Baby with nicest hands Elmer l.ar I.as
3 For," Rev. C. B. Dalton, El Paso.
3
No. 6
I'rinidad,
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E.
Mr.
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Highland Methodist church. South
3
2
Fe, No. 3
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Exclusive Designs, Finest Workmanship, Durable Finishes, Beautiful Woods for BED ROOMS, DINING
ROOMS, PARLORS, HALLS, LIBRARIES and DENS
AT REASONABLE PRICES.

'
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RUG DEPARTMENT is a revelation to those who
It, bacauso of the great variety cf Domestic Rugs
from the best looms.
OUR

visit

-

A L BSR T

j

FA BER
.... Staab

Railroad Avenue

303-31- 0

Building

The Beer That Makes Milwaukee Jealous
sf

j
j

PILSENER BEER

;.

1

Southwestern Brewety
and Ice Company

-

:

Colo. Phone BIk 93

Auto. Phone 292

H ousehold Goods
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

FUBNITURE, CROCKERY
STOVES AND RANGES

dia-mon-

th

4

BORRADAILE

& CO.,

117 Gold Avenue
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Fa-be-

Don't Dlsputa with
Woman,
Especially, If she tells you to onto
sack of
EMPRESS FLOUR.
Make no excuse. (U you should (a
tcet the order), that you could mat
groeaa
And it, for erery flret-claa-a
handles EMPRESS. Ton Trill aiiraxi
find good bread, good blaoulta, go4
pastry and most important of
cheer to greet you when y
come home for your dinner. Try It.
EMPRESS FLOUR la the Empraaa a
all others.

l.

e

'

GRUHSFELD BROTHERS

aJt-goo-

el pasoTTTasIegas

M. BERGER,

BC9m9m99;
FRENGH BAKERY

KK

213 WEST RAILROAD AVE.

STEVENS & BOWYER, Proprietors
FINE LINE OF

II UTTER NUT

UREA I)
Better

Than

CAKES
Alwaya on Hand.

Home-Mad-

and Outside Orders Prpmptly Attended to

0K0

AH City

light-fingere-

Convenience - Comfort - Security

UP-TO-DA-

The

Milliinery

telephone

makea

The telephone preserves your
health, prolong your llf and
protects your home.

the

the esres leas,
and the vvorrles fewer.

duties lighter,

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

and

prize-winnin-

Flaming's Grocery and Cafe
REGULAR DINNER 25 CENTS

-

Milliracry
FasHion

Short Orders and Lunches Served from 6 a. m. to

12

Midnight

Irish Stew and Chili Concarne

Company

Always Ready to Serve

Ervin & Paynter, Proprietors

'

Topham's Celebrated Soda Water On Ice
'

31

1

SOUTH riRST STREET

La Vela Pooming House in Conncctioa, 113 Vest Lead Avenue

,

pt.

fifty-eigh-

The Albuquerque Business College

1

--

1

?

C-

ooooooo-oooo-

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH

business college

-

O'REILLY & CO.
J.3aH. LEADING
DRUGGISTS--

Matl Orders Filled Same Day Received.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
ROTH PHONES

.

.

'

Wholesale Agent. Albuquerque, N. M.

The Largest and only exclusive Wholesale Dry
Goods House in the west

Beb-ber-

d

,'

BARNETT, Prop'r.

t 20 West Railroad

Avenu?

40000000i

n

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Branches. Etc.

SAfitPL
AND
CLUB ROOMS

ALBUQUERQUE

PAUC SIX

EXCEPT SUNDAY

THIS IS A DAY OF REST FOR ALL

BOOM GETS A

Can Not Be Had and
""prices and Building Have
Fallen Off.

Money

aiely put thousands of traveling pe
pie to (he inconvenience of being kept
from their homes ror sucn a iengm
of time as that. Fancy what a prl-- i
ale company would have done In such
a. case.
Hut It ' not nuppMiie mm
such a thing could happen under pn- te management.
Street Car Men Get Raise.
The raising of wages by the New
York Railway company came as a surprise to them as they had not asked
taking
the
for
it. the company
nitlatlve. It was a
raise, as New York has the best
and conductors In the country,
the management appreciates
and
hem. There Is also a great scarcity
of good men for running trolley cars
n this city, and good men can get
places for the asking at once, the
trolley lines In this city are run on
best kind of a system and there are
very few corujlalnts of them while
in Brooklyn the complaints are con- lnuoug and never ending. It is sur
prising what, a difference one little
river makes, when on one side of it is
continual wrangling, and on the other
side continual harmony and smooth
ness.
d

j

FIGHT AGAINST THE

Many of the Cumberlands Do
Not Want Absorption by
the Old School.

mot-orme- n

MANY NEW YORK DEALERS
EXPECTED TO GO TO WALL

Other Gossip About Matters and
Things In America's Greatest
and Busiest City.
New York, Sept. 22. The real cs
bourn, which had assumed such

tate
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THE EVENING CITIZEN ISSUES EVERY DAY IN THE YEAR

REAL ESTATE

BIG FRACTURE

EVENING CITIZEN.

JOLLY HOTEL MEN

CONFER

New Type of Sabre to Be Adopted
By United States Army.
Committee at Work.
Dallas, Texas, Sept. 22. A meeting
of the Cumberland Presbyterian synod of Texas opened yesterday with
large attendance of opponents to
the union with the Presbyterian
Church of the United States of Amer
ica. The convention was called for
the purpose of effecting a permanent
organization of the opponents to the
union. A considerable part of the
Presbyterians
of this
Cumberland
state has accepted the union and will
not make common cause with the dis
senters.

holding of the convention. An em
Issary of the parly went to Stockholm,
Sweden, to arrange for a meeting of
the convention in that city, and, although nothing definite has been reported concerning his success. It Is
believed that he has succeeded In
finding a safe retreat, where the
members of the pally will be able to
meet without fear of being disturbed.
It is understood that the convention
for the purpose of discussing campaign plans will be held in u few
days. For .obvious reasons no public announcement
of the time and
place of the convention will be made.

The total number of horses on the
date named was 1,568.681, a decrease
of 3,752. Cattle, 7.010,856, showed a
slight Increase as did the sheep,
but there were 101,450 fewer
pigs.

The general condition of agriculture during the year ending on .June
4 last were unusually satisfactory and
the farming population enjoyed a
good average shnre of prosperity.
NEW FARCE

I

Cooking Oysters mSlFU
The very first essential is tLat

MADE FOR

the material be

MAY IRWIN'S STARRING
Plainfleld, N. J., Sept. 22. 'Mrs.
Wilson, That's All," the new farce
comedy by George V. Hoburt, which
Is to be the vehicle for Miss May Irwin's starring tour this season, will
be given Its first performance here
tonight. After tonight's trial performance the play will be sent on the
road, and after five or six weeks the
play will go to the Bijou theater In
New York for an extended engage
ment. The title part of Mrs. Wilson,
who is constantly In financial troubles
owing to her fondness for bridge
whist, will be played by Miss Irwin.
A bridge whist scene will be one of
the features of the play.

that the

good,

Oysters have th3 taste, the flavor and quality that will make

INVESTIGATING NEEDS
OF SOUTHERN RIVERS
Columbus. Ga., Sept. 22. Congressman Burton, chairman of the rivers
and harbors committee of the national house of representatives, ar.rlved
here yesterday and will take a trip
down the Chattahoochee river to the
bay, for the purpose of making a per- ponal investigation of the needs of the
Chattahoochee, Hint and Appalachl- cola rivers, for which congress has
been asked to make appropriations.
Mr. Burton was received upon hig arrival by a committee of the Columbus
board of trade, and will be the guest FINE BENCH SHOW FOR
CALIFORNIA DOG, LOVERS
of the board during his short stay In
Venice, Calif., Sept. 22. One of the
this city.' He will be entertained at
dinner and a reception will be given largest and best dog shows ever held
In his honor.
In southern California Is now on
here. It is held under the auspices of the Southwest Kennel club
GENERAL CONDITION OF
BRITISH AGRICULTURE of Los Angeles. The number of enSept. 22. Official returns tries Is unsually large and some of
prepared by the board of agriculture the finest dogs In the country will be
show that of a total area of land and shown on this occasion. In each class
water of 66,788.366 acres of Great there will be three prizes, besides the
Britain, 32,366,790 acres were under cups which are offered as special In
crops and grass on June 4 last, a de- ducements. Among the judges are
Philip C. Meyers of San Francisco,
crease of 20,042 acres
with the same date laBt year. The George F. Herr, J. C. Brown, G. F.
orchard acreage of 247,687 acres Hallwell and several other prominent
showed an Increase of 3,864 acres. experts.

immense proportions, has suffered a
Dived From Brooklyn Bridge.
check. The current stringency in. the
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and entertainment of the visit
the water first, and said it tlon
ors, and will treat them as their
red up by large profits made it quick strike
a
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long
for
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as
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guests during the three days of the
exchange of property. Besides this
had done in previous Jumps of convention.
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investment in real estate, so thai they have killed himself. hut he said he they will be entertained at the Poland
have less than the usual proportion oi didn't, that diving was his business Springs hotel over Sunday. On MonANYTHING ELSE IN CLoTHES
assets to invest in mortgages based and he knew all about it. The magis- day most of the members of the assoiVE MEED GLOVES- - CLOVES
also upon real estate. In consequence trate was quite fascinated with his ciation will take a trip to the White
mountains.
there is no longer a boom in real es 6tory and gazed at him In wonder.
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aess. not to say gloom. Since Janu
Dangers of the Barber Shop.
ary 1 the total number of mortgages
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YOU KNOWTHAT OLD GLOVES
that had been recorded up to last The dangers of Inthe barler shops
Sept. 22. Special inWashington,
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millions of dollars less money. And as dangers seem to be lying In wait aruiy and is about to be Issued to the
for his hapless scalp. Hair tonic was
th!s, although there has been but
LITTLE THINGS. BUifEKBROWt
cavalry. A special committee of the
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ance, to the end that there may bo a
tion of the buildings they have put match with which to light Tils cigar. complete control of the body, a develunder way. The rate of Interest has The vapor of the hair tonic caught opment of skill and a stimulation of
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Skyscrapers in Thunderstorms.
manipulation, not only with a view of j
During a sharp thunderstorm
last
familiarizing officers and men with
week a business man who has an of
the UBe of those weapons in combat,
MANY MEN CAN AFFORD THE LITTLE LUXURIES
fice in a skyscraper building was sur "YUMA, THE MYSTERY"
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RESPECTFULLY,
ful examination, his royal highness
by the police, had to be abaned for a brief time, but then came to said: "A wonderful piece of mechan- rested
Helslng-for- s
doned,
as
of
authorities
the
SIMON STERN,
the window again, each with a bird ism." An incident worth mentioning
cage, which they dropped to the of- happened at the London hippodrome. Into were afraid of getting themselves
AVENUE CLOTHIER
THE
R.
R.
trouble should they allow the
ficers. Each cage contained a canthe conclusion of the performance,
ary. The women went back then and aAtgentleman
in the audience requestreappeared each carrying a small dog. ed Yuma's managcrto
him to
"
... .Jl
ot
operation
dropping
was then examine the doll. The allow
The
'I
request was
by
caught
repeated, the animals being
granted. The gentleman, who, by the
ihe officers.
way, was a professor, was Invited to
come on the stage. With his watch
An Eight Year Old Heroine.
to In his hand he examined Yuma. The
Heroes and heroines continue
rop out in the reports of the day's examination lasted one hour, three
As the
doing of the great city and itg su- minutes and four Beconds.
professor started off the stage the
burbs. Over In Jersey City, modest manager
stopped him with a routine
Jessie Do Young, said
questions. All the gentleman
lo an officer who commended her for of
Having her playmate, aged 12, from would say was that it was beyond
very same
This
drowning, "well, I couldn't stand there comprehension.
problem will be offered to the Albuand se Nellie drowned, could I?" querque
public "What is Yuma?"
Jvshie and Nellie Drew had been play
ing near the river at Bayonne, when
Nellie fell In. Without a moment's
Sirl jump
hesita'luu the
ed in with all her clothes on, and
twain to her drowning playmate. Just
Notice to Voters of Precinct 26.
before she reached Ikt side Nellie
Notice Is hereby given that the re
ank the second time and Jessie dived
publican
primary to elect delegates to
and caught her by the arm. Nellie
struggled and several times pulled her the county convention, to be held in
imalb r rescuer under water, but with Elks theater, September 2C, will be
i;ue presence of mind Jessie held the held Monday night, September 24, at
first fltxir
oti;. r girl under water until she had 7:30 o'clock In
lost (Dii.sciouKueHs and ceased to fight. of llio Klks' building.
THO MAS N.IWLKElt
'l'h a though almost exhausted, she
THOMAS N. WIUvEHSOX.
iam with her to shore.
Chairman.
Feature of Municipal Ownership.
Meeting
13, Old
Primary
Precinct
The operation of a municipally own
5
Town.
d ferry guve out a startling incident
A primary meeting is hereby called
last week, when one night the patrons
f the siaten Island firry found that for Monday, the 24th inst., at 7:30
m., al the court house In old town,
service on I he line had been suspended for two and a half 'hours, and learn- for the purpose of selecting ten deleed that this had been done to enable gates to represent the precinct at the
the employes to participate in a meet- county convention which will be held
ing a.t the CheroV.ee club, New Bright-ton- , at the opera house in the city' of Alwh re Nicholas Mullt-- mid Sher- buquerque, on the 2iith of September,
Corns and Have the Time ot Your Lite
Lowsst Possible Railroad Rales
MODESTO C. ORTIZ,
iff McCsjrmick, rival candidates for the ItMiC.
Chairman.
leiu)c! atic leadership, were fighting
I'or the indorsement of the orgauizaAs a dressing for sores, Vrulsf-and at
Law rence llallcn, superintend- burns, Chamberlain's
ion.
Salve Is all that
ent of the line, is the man who lb can bo desired. It Is soothing
and
ja;d to have tied up the boats. Mayor healing in its effect. Price 15 cents.
iUt'leMan has come home just In time For sale by all druggists.
Id investigate the matter. It certainly 'r a disturbing thought that
V.
A Citizen Want id does the
of the puldiecoul J delil"-r- Try one.

I

the dish satlcf. ng and appetiz
ing.

get

The best of cooks cannot
p a dish

that is

fit to

eat from the soggy, "doped,"

wisli'-waafc-

y

Oysters shipped iri the dirty wooden tuba, all the taste and flavor of
auch Orsters have been utterly sapped and drained before yau get
them. But tivke Seaithlpt Oysters from the Patent Camera
almost any old kind of a cook can get up a dish that will taste good
because under the Sealshlpt Carrier method of shlppi
the full flavor
and taste of the Oyster Is fully retained.
Sealshlpt Oysters are good raw, delicious fried, fine
soups, in pies, smotnered, scalloped, good any way you
Give them Sealshlpt Oysters In some form and

in

abaws.

wat

them.

( the

everr member

family will praise your cooking.
We receive Sealshlpt

Oysters fresh daily.

'

Mail Orders Given Careful Attention
(SMI

iSi

pV"!

Or

Life Insurance Company
MEW MEXICO AND ARIZONA
HOME

M. Mf.

omcm-Albuqumr-qu;

y

President

S.

Raynolds

Sol. Luna, Albuquerque, N. M.; R. J. Palen, Santa
Fe, N. M.; C. F. Ains worth, Phoenix, Ariz.

Secy, and Gen. Mgr

j

Treasurer

1

Huj-'f-

Joshua
Vice Presidents

J. H. O'RIelly

Frank McKe

.'.

Attorney

CO-

A. B. McMUIen

Dr. J. H. Wroth
Medical Director
Executive Committee
M. W. Flournoy, A. B. McMlllen,
lomon Luna,
J. H. O'RIelly, Joshua S. Raynolds.

j
,

CUFF,

Authorized Capttal
91,000,000.00
1 10,000.00
Cash Paid In
Sptelal Indueamaolt lo Good Man
to Act As Our Agent.

1

$1.25

1.75

$1.50

1.75

$3.00

'

Vamo s to Vegas

eight-year-ol-

The Second Annual Northern New Mexico
Fair and Fall Festival

eight-year-ol-

LAS VEGAS, SEPTEMBER

25, 26, 27, 28

Base Ball Tournament, $1,000 in Prizes; Horse Races,
Cowboy Relay Races; Grand Agricultural and Horticultural Display; Parade; Street Carnival, with Thrilling
Free Acts; Bankers'. Convention; Territorial Republican Convention. A big time all week for every visitor.

,.

M

A. V. TEGMER

M
M

H
M

0

M

Contractor and Builder
Outside Building Orders Solicited and Work
Guaranteed

M

First-Clas-

M

References Given

Albuquerque,

N. M. ?

THE OLD CURIO STORE
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

Mexican and Indian Goods
and Curiosities
Large Assortment of

Mexican Drawn
Work

JUST RECEIVED.

i

OS TO WIEQMB

J. W. Bennett, Proprietor
1

09 North First Street

M

s.

s

t

M
M

H

h

M

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
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ALEUQDEKQUE
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Great Carpet Remnant Sale

...

RAILROAD

yard length Brussel's, with fringe
l1 yard length Velvet, with fringe
1
yard length Moquette, with fringe

Rarmy Archibald, a Sanla Fe
passi'd through thp city fori
n. 'i's ana san inrgo.
'
u r
AI Wal'lt-ii- ,
former yarriniastpr. In
the I.hh Vpieur railroad yards. Is now
employe.) as a switchman In the To-- !
lfka yards.

1.25
No limit to tbo number, buy mil you will need tor yean
Teltpbone orders delivered on approval

J.

EMMONS
The Furniture Man
.

ALBUQUERQUE

8, LAS VEGAS 2

13,

0

TRINIDAD

With three men on iases, Pettus
.brought In more runs with one swat of
the ball yesterday than Las Vegas
made during- the whole nine innings
Vegas game.
of the Albuqtierque-Iya- s
The final score was 8 to 2 in favor of
the Browns.
Durham was on the rubber for the
hit
Itnka r'Uv hunch and thoneh
more frequently than In any previous1
pain., hn has nitcheit rinrine the tour-- '
nament, he kept them well scattered
and was always strong when strength
needed. The play of the first
three Innings was of a quality that
prophesied something like a 1 to 0
game. Dick, the Iowa high boy with
the terrible delivery, was on the firing
line for Las Vegas, and Mr. Dick
struck out the first three of the first
four Brownies to face him. The fifth
and seventh also fanned and it looked
like the locals had run up against a
rtal snag, but tne altitude and the
company was too fast tor Mr. Dick
and in the fourth inning the Brownies
landed on him. Tne bases were full
when Brown gave the signal to give
Pettus, who had just come to the bat,
a high straight, one. It came down
the groove like a bullet and crossed
the pan just In time to meet that terrible swing of the darky. The concussion of the ball on the bat cracked
like a pistol shot and away it sped
like a cannon ball. Three Brownies
raced home and Pettus went to third.
Dick had been found and the rest was
tasy. All Durham had to do then was
to keep the hits scattered and his
support did the rest. This gives the
Kansas City pitcher three games won
and Albuquerque five wins. Frantz and
Forsyth having one each to their
credit.
The score:
Las Vegas.
-

a

Players

R. H. PO. A. E.

Rathburn 3b
Cosgrove lb
Brown c ,
Dickerson If
Schopp rf
Barrett ss
Hale cf
Lane 2b
Dick p
Total

0

0
0
1

1

4

0

2

1

1

0

1

0

0
0

1
I)

2

8 27

3

8

R. H. PO. A. E.
2

c

Durham p

2

1

1

o

2
0

2
2

1
8

1

1

1

o
o

3

1

1

1

0

0 13
1
0

2

4th.

.1.

H. Hrennan of the Santa

"th.

Fes car

1

e

The game played late yesterday af
ternoon, so late that the last inning
was played In tn twilight, went to
Globe by a score of 13 to 0. Trinidad
was unable to connect safely with
nip siarrg delivery, anu tnat was
no- all there was to it. The sorrel-tonat pitcner didn't pitch a strike out
game, nut ne made tne batters Hit to
s
the infield. Seven
were reg
istered at first base, eight behind the
bat and but three in the outfield. Mat-nepitching for tU Big Six, was hit
for eleven safe ones, and the Miners
could have made it forty if they had
wanted to.
Score by innings:
4 5 1 0 0 2 1
Globe
13
Trinidad
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0
Mat-neBatteries Starr and LeBrand,
and Rounds. Struck out. by
Starr, 0; by Matney, 4. Two-bathit,
Siarr. Sacrifice hit, Rounds.

CLERICAL LABOR INCREASED
PLEASE THOUSANDS HERE DUR-- !
BY OPERATION OF NEW LAW
ING FAIR WEEK EDWARD L.
One result of the new Hepburn
BALLINSON, PIONEER
rate law has been to greatly Increase
LOON MAN.
the demands for railroad clerks. The
revision of the tariffs and the prepar
The attractions of the Western Am- ation of new ones made necessary by
usement company, which have fur- the law, has created an immense
nished the street shows here during amount of extra work in the general
the week, are the best that have been offices of the railroads, with, the rethe days of Nat sult that the old forces are quite in8en in this city since
Reiss, which is saying a great deal, adequate to perform the extra work
and not the least of their attractions, required of them. Nearly every road
In fact, the greatest, is the double is reported to be scouring the counballoon ascension of Prof. King and try for additional rate clerks. Those
hts wife, and tne triple parachute race in division offices are being called
to earth between them and a trained Into the general offices and the formonkey, who goes up with Prof. King. mer are left bare. The new law, It is
This feature is in charge of Prof. stated, will require an increase of 15
Edward L. Linson, late of Kansas City per cent in the clerical forces of the
and the United States in general, tne railroads.
father of all American balloonists, and
Vitv
today one of the highest priced
SILV"J?JTY.
WINKLE MAN, ARIZONA
loon men in the business, his salary
for the conducting of balloon ascen - .The Topeka Star Journal says that
l"e &anta e nas begun to forge
Bions being the despatr of all
c piujens unu
'
Prof. Linson "c
attraction managers.
now trying to improve the main
started in the ballooning business '?
llneln
,lhe rout,e Arizona is the
years ago, for pleasure, then later fori
has
For a decade he was spoken ter, of abactionf The coininy
construction a cut- of as America's premier balloon as- - un.(ler PrV?e88
censlonist, and when he began to reach Wickenburg.
The lino is commonly
the age where he no longer cared to known to be under
e.
control of the
risk liis life daily in parachute jumps,
When this line is completed
was eagerly sought after by carnival many
miles will be saved and the sercompany and park managers,
who
realized his sterling worth and peer- vice will be greatly Improved.
The Santa Fe is also considering
less leadership as a manager of asthe construction of a line from Silver
censions.
City.
N. M., to Winkleman, Ariz. This
Another feature with the company
is the daring plunge of "Reckless will give the trains on the main line
Fe an opportunity to go
Harry Russell," who twice daily rides of the Santa
one of the worst tunnels and
structure, mount- around
down a hundred-foo- t
grades on the road and would not
ed on a bicycle, to take a twenty-fivany material difference in the
foot leap over the handle bars through make
mileage. By so doing it would pave
t
space, to land in a
of
tank
the way for through route over the
shallow water.
Russell, who has but one leg, says Santa Fe to Galveston.
plaintively that "some day I'll not get HEARING SET ON RULES FOR
through that twenty-fee- t
of space, and
RATE TARIFF REGULATION
then they'll bury poor Harry 'neath
The Interstate commerce commisthe sod.' "
sion has promulgated an important
The Egyptian Palace, housed in a order for a hearing at Washington, D.
mammoth tent, tiuxloo feet in dimen- C, beginning October 8, to construct
sions, Is another strong show, as Is rules for the simpllflcol ion of rate tarthe Electric fountain.
This latter iffs
in connection therewith Isshow Is one of the most beautiful with sued and
a circular embracing certain rethe company, but owing to the high quirements, which It ia proposed
to
pressure of the water system here, Insist upon. They Include
filing
has not been able to operate. They of Joint tariffs by the Initial the
line; the
expect to have it working tonight. The printing of the schedules of each
inihigh class vaudeville show, the mov- tial line as an independent document;
ing picture show, Hale's tours of the the filing with the commission by parworld, the
and the ticipating lines of general authority
stventy-flv- e
or more concessionaires to the Initial line in their behalf of all
go to make up one of the best carnival tarilTs
or
joint tariffs of a special
companies ever in the west. Tonight kind; the allseparation
of class and
is their last night here.
commodity rates; the filing of a detailed Index, showing all commodity
Denver, Colo., September iO, 190C.
rates in effect, so that each comniod- Sealed proposals In triplicate will be ity
can
easily located; limiting any
received here until 11 o'clock a. m., tariff tobefive
supplements and any
v.
..
........ .)
,.t ..... w. of i (.
i
V,
to ten Bupplements; th e
VL
'or classification
ntlre classification or tariff to bo re-V
where there I s any excess;
room and alterations
new plumb- - l'Hnted
of a. uniform order
observance
1
'
ln ,he compilation
of tariffs; the
.
New Mexico.
Information furnished
specification In the tariff of
on application to the undersigned
inl1ial ,ine of aI1 ,erminal charg-tquartermaster tort ingate. U. orthe
6., e?l; ,he absorption of switching or
reserves the right to accept or reject ,ni,ina
here it f.fTc,-- . the
any or all bids or any part thereof, loia, ,.,. charts
,
,.jich
8h:0P,
t0
Envelopes containing bids to be mark be stated
the tat if.
ed "Proposals for Steam Heating-Texas Carlsbad Mineral water is a
Etc.," and addressed Col. C. A. II.
IcVir isln 1v
snedric for cnnstlnnllnn
C. Q. M.
all Rrooers and druggists. Samples and
If you want results la advertising testimonials at W. V. Futrelle's, 116
try an Evening Citizen want ad.
West Coal avenue.

Hfle Testimonials

Are
Many

cen-prof- lt.

San-tavF-

p

put-out-

y,

e

American League
Detroit
R. II. E.
Detroit
..5 6 1
Washington
...4 13 2
Batteries:
Siever and Schmidt;
Smith, Kitson and Warner.
At Cleveland
r. h. E.
5 12
Cleveland
o
At

Boston

1

4

l

Batteries: Hess and Bemis; Winter and Armbruster.
Second game
''
H. E.
1
Cleveland
5 2
Boston

4 10

0

Batteries: Walsh. Roth and Chese-bro- ;
Orth. Kleinow and McGuire.
Second eame
R. U.K.
Chicago
3
2
1

New

York

4 11

Batteries: Owen
and McGuire.
At St. Umls

Imis

St.

R. II. E.

nil

11

7
3
Philadelphia
Spencer;
Batteries: Pelty
and
Waiblell, Cunningham and Hrvne.
.

At

St.

National League.
Brooklvn
Unit

0

Hogg

and Roth:

I

3

R. H. E.
2

".

3

8
2
3
Brooklyn
(latteries: Thompson, Karger and
Marshall; Pastorious and Kilter.
Kling;
Batteries:
Overall
and
Anus. Taylor. Ferguson and Hrena-ban- .

Philadelphia
Cincinnati
Philadelphia
ami
Batteries:
Wicker
Sparks. Richie ami Dooin.
At Boston
At

Bout on

Piit.sburg

R. H K.
0
'1
1

7

1

Scii'ei:
R
T.
1

II K.
12 3
.".

2'

i

irJ"r!?

I

I!L"i.ate.rltI

,

o

j

,

H
H
H

0

U
H

n
n
a
u

H

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Its Location

ESUEH IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUER-- 1
ITftt. II. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN
illll, OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING
ILBT AND WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS
CITY, GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
AND FROM THE
LOS ANGELES,
FRANCISCO.
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
PASO AND TEXAS.
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 2Ix
140 FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE,
WITH BEAUTIFUL IAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
PUBLIC
OLD SHADE TREES;
AND GRAND
1G.OOO; CHURCHES;
SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING
COMMERCIAL
CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1,500
MERCANTILE ESPEOPLE; SEVERAL
TABLISHMENTS ; THE HELEN PATENT ROIJ.EU
MILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS. ET J.
HELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FO.t
WOOL, FLOUR, WHEAT. WINE, BEAN'S AND HAY
Cr CENTRAL NEW MEXICO. ITS IMPORTANCE
H A GREAT COMMERCIAL
RAILROAD CITY IN

rns hear future can not

m

Systems

i

but also as to the satisfactory
manner in which
all of our work

mssa

MEALS

AT ALL HOURS

EAR

IN

CONNECTION.
No. 209 South First Street.
Opposite Santa Fe
MRS. D. ARIAS, Proprietor.

ooom

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
General Building Sopplies

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Lightning Hay Presses at Very Low Prices

Wte have received a car load of Lightning presses and In order
to sen
them right out we will make a very low price, based on spot cash coat to
us and car load freight.

Rooming House

315 South Second Street.
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
One Block From Depot and Two

Blocks From Postofflce.
P. 2ITO, Proprietor.

We Arc
Heating Experts
Why Not

'..VI

THE

ELITE

ROOMING

HOUSE

COitSllIt US ?
NEAR

33 STANDARD PLUMBING
& HEATING COMPANY

POSTOFFICE AND DEPOT

No. 118 West Silver Avenue.
D. E. GALLOWAY, Manager.

WRITE TO US AT ONCE.

J.

KORBER & CO., Wholesale

Rico Hotel and Bar
Dr. Williams' Indian Pile
Ointment will cure llllnd,
Ulevuiiiir and Ilclilnir
i
PllcH. IlausoriiHthe tumors.
allays the Itching at once, acta
us a ixmllice. ir'.vi-- instant re
lief. Dr. VVilllumx'InrilnnPlleOInt-mcn- t
Unrenared for PI los and Itch.
Inff of the private parts.
Every box Is
warranien. jy nrwRiHtn, nj ninu on receipt of price. AO cents and I.HI. WILLIAMS

Pull
ji

P

I

u

Prop.

Cleveland, ulnu.
FOR SALE BY S. VANN & SON.

MANUFACTURING CO..

KILLthe
and

CURE

cough
LUNGS

THff

Dr. King's

WITH

Prle

ONSUMPTIONJ

EOg&$1.00
Fret Trial.

OUGHSand
OLDS

No. 111 North First 8treeL
DINELLI & LENCIONI, Proprietors.
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS,
Meals From 10 Cents Up. Lunches
Put Up for Travelera.
Rooms By Day, Week or Month.

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, NEXT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE.

PIONEER BAUER T

BALLING, Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)

SIMON
WEDDING

CAKES A SPECIALTY.
We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
207 South First Street, Albuquerque.

THIRD STREET

Thos. F. Keleher
Headquarters for Low Prices
on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
Brushes and
Jap-a-la-

408

W.

c.

Railroad Avenue

LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANS
FER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and ExINSURANCE, REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
changed.
PUBLIC.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CJITY
Second Street, between Railroad and Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174.
Copper Avenue.

O. A. SLEYSTER

Meat Market
and 8alt Meat
Steam 8auaaga Factory.
EMIL KLEINWORT.
Masonic Building, North Third Street.

All Klnda of Fresh

W. E.

The young man who
has saved a part of his

in-

come and has a bank account is the
kind of a man that men with large
liusiuegs interests are looking for.
A young man who has' 4 surplus
remaining from week to week, Is
a profit maker and is bound to
succeed. He is the fellow that will
be manager of some larger business
later on in life.
A bank account has been the
making of many a young man. As
soon ad a young man starts a bank
account he not only attains tbeoon-- i
fidence and help of the banker, but
he a.tk) raises his standing ln the
community. Fr?.m this point, he
will advance btcause he lias made
a good

start.

O. F. O.
WHISKEY
Bottled In Bond.
-

L. H. SHOEMAKER
General Repair Shop.
Furniture packed and crated; gaso
line and gas stoves repaired.

Next to Walton's drug store, Bout
Third street.

0. W. Strong's Sons

Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KY.

MELINI & EAKIN
Sole Agents.

COMMERCE
NEW

&

Mauger.

Office, 115 North

First St.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10. N.VT. Armijo Bulldin.

TOTI e ORAO I
Dealers ln Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Llqoon
and Cigars. Place your ordera toe
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD BTRHSTB.

8TRONQ BLOCK.

A. E. WALKER,

UNDERTAKERS

Secretary Mutual Building Assort
tlon. Office at 217 West RaUroaA
avenue.

TheGeo.T. StaggCo.

PIRE

INSURANCE.

Superintendents
Falrvlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

Albuquorque,

THF RANK OF
'
ALBUQUERQUE.

THE CELEBRATED

MAUGER
x

WOOL

with Raaoe

.

Surest and Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.

and Retail, Albngpcrqaa

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

Nov; Discovery
forG!

Third and Marquettt

The New York Saloon and

operates.

IDEAL Boilers and
AMERICAN Radiators

Machine Works

Lodging House

Hot Water and Steam

M. M.
Automatic Phone, 199.

MONUMENTS
201-21- 1

N. Beoond

M.

and

St. Both Phenea.

MEXICO

DRAGOIE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco,
All Klnda of Fresh Meat.
800 North Broadway, corner of W
lngton avenue, Albuquerque, N.

ML

n
COME TO HELEN, N. M,
Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and

Im-

JOHN

BECKER,

Pres.

00000K0000000HHHH00000 000H&HH000HBH00000

.

BERBER,

K000000 oo
A Rati way

Center

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE 8ANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLAS- S
MODERN
HOTEL AND A GOOD,

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
WARRANTY DEEDS.
PURCHASE
S
MONEY CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON
NOTE, WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR, WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
ONE-THIR-

D

TWO-THIRD-

provement Co.

be estimated.
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Champion Grocery and Meat Market
Cor. Seventh and TIJeras
A choice line of Imported Goods Direct from Italy.
THE BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL.
Remember, we handle the best
meats and a full line of choice gro
ceries.
LOMMORI A MATTEUCCI.

White House Restaurant and

not only as to the
splendid results of
given us

J

out-doo-

1

Foundry and

tr. P. HALL. aroorletor
iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Can;
laftliga.
Pulleys. Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iroa frosts tee
Buildings.
Rep a Ire on Mining end Mill Machinery e Bpoelalt
Foundry east aide of railroad track.
AJbaqaeraae, M.

at the

"

There

.
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JUST RECEIVED

meeting of the Cleveland,
Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Units stock,
holders has been called for October
31 for the purpose of increasing the
WESTERN AMUSEMENT
comonm stock from $40,UOO,UUO to
$5o,0iin,uoo. It Is proposed to use the
COMPANY ATTRACTIONS new stock for construction and equipment.

c

Corner Pint Street and Tljeraa Avenum

ht

sa EBl

merry-go-roun-

8 11 27 8 4
Total
Score by innings:
0 o o 1 0 0 0 1 0 2
Las Vegas
Albuquerque ...0 0 0' 3 0 0 20 3 8
Summary: Struck out, by Durham
12; by Dick, 12. Three-bas- e
hit. Pettus. Two-bashits, Durham and Hale.
Sacrifice hit, Corhan.

Albuquerque Carriage Company

Manager tor Maw Mexico and Northern Arlaona
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
Write For Agency.

Room

department at Wichita, arrived at
Cherryvale, Kas., to iissume the duties of joint foreman of ahe Santa
car department
vice 1
H.
Klein, promoted to the foremansdiin
at Chanute, iu that state.
A Rpecial

SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING IS THE ONLY
TuvlE TO BUY A BUGGY. THAT NOTION
IS COSTING
THEM
MOitEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

P. B. SCHWENTKER,

six-foo-

1

0

3rd.

Prices.

The most complete policy covering as It does life.
accident and health insurance.
The lowest death rate of any old Lne company or
same age and size.
Largo annual dividends.
Absolute security. in addition to the reserve re
quired by law, the stockholders are held personally
liable for the Company's debts.
Thirty-eigyears of honest dealings with our
policy holders.

e

Albuquerque.

Players
I orhan ss
Perrine 3b
Pettus rf
Frantz lb
Clancy 2b
Gallegoe cf
Kunz If
McDonald

l

8
0 12

2nd.

acting auditor of
the Santa Fe Central railway, went
1o Morlarty t() check out Peter PaulWil-- , ey, the former agent at the station
there, who win enter the train ser-- I
vice, and to check in ns agent H. G.
Martin.

i

GLOBE

1st.

A. L. (itlniHliaw,

Batteries: Horner and O'Neill ;
lis nr.d (Jlbson.
Western League.
H. K.
At Lincoln
2
5 1
Lincoln
1
5 2
Omaha
lotteries: McKay and Rotors; Mc- Neeley and Goncling.
R. H. E.
At IX'nver
Denver
..911 1
0 7 5
Sioux City
Batteries: Wright and WelRtirdt;
Newlin and Petit.

at Reduced

WE CLAIM :

The Santa Fe is reported to have
awarded to the Pullman company a
iconirnrt ror a private car which Is to
be eighty-fivfeet over all.

Colo. Phono Rod 177
Albuquerque, N. M.

Automatic Phone 474
Corner Coal end Becond Bt,
Wemt Cnd Viaduct

Harness

tr.

,

.

.

...AND...

Life Insurance Co.

$ .75

90

Vehicles

The Pacific Mutual

TOPICS

LLCS THAN FACTORY COST

i

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES. IF
YOL WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS,

Sec y.
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Snfford, territorial trav
t'hus.
eling auditor, 1m down from Santa V
for the day.
1'aul Kempenleh. who wa here the
nasi two days, left ihin afternoon for
bU home ni I'eralta.
I'aul enjoyert
himself while here.
Hon. II. O. lliirsiiin, chairman of
the teriitori.ii r"iulilicau
on political
is at
business.
Thief Hall, of tie' police forci of
niiimliinj with the
F.l 1'aso. Is still
visitors In attendatue on the fair. He
will no Routli tonight.
I.. C. Hecker, the yoiiuir Imuko ' of
Rolen, cne of the rising linanclern of
the valley. Is still in the city, and lie
Is hnvlnp lots of fun.
James Lucas, the well known mine
Expert of C'erillos, who spent yenter-da- v
and today In the city, will leave
tonight for his home at Cerrlllos. .
J. A. Davis and Thomas McDonald,
two plumbers of Santa Fe, who were
attending the fair the past few days,
havo returned to the Capital city.
Mrs. Bed Bllxi, accompanied by her
Bister, Mrs. S. Levy, and children, arrived last evening from the town of
Blbo. Valencia county, and will spend
a few days here.
Miss
Johnson of Clinton. Mo.,
E who hasSadie
been down at DemiiiK for
health reasons, has spent the past few
days attending the fair. Miss Johnson will return to Deming this evenV.

Honest Leather Wins!

coin-initio:-

The watchword. ''Nothing but tlir best material In our shoes," will
always govern th running of our business. But this Is not all. We
pay Just as much attention to the stylo and finish of every pair of
alines as we do to their quality.
Furthermore we are backing up
this statement with our guarantee or your money refunded If a pair
of our shoes fail to give satisfaction.
The new Fall and Winter
shoes ere now ready for your Inspection.
MEN'S
MEN'S

DRESS SHOES
WORK

$2.50 TO $4.00

SHOES

1.65 TO

HIGH SHOES

WOMEN'S

3.00

TO

5.00

WOMEN'S LOW SHOES

1.25 TO

3.50

WOMEN'S FELT SHOES AND SLIPPERS
SHOES FOR BOYS AND GIRLS

60c. TO

1.50

1.00 TO

SAUCES

1.75

2.50

AND CONDIMENTS.

ing.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Mitchell and

purchased at P. F. Trotter's
grocery store, are aure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This Is because we 1
ways procure tne best manufactured
.e find out first what brands are re
liable and personally guarantee them
wTieu

the

latter's daughter are hera from

So-

.
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F. F. TROTTER

We Want Everybody"

-

Learnard & Llndemann
Omalmr

in

,

Pianos and Music

WILL FIND THIS
THE

O
St. John's Episcopal
Church
street and Silver avenue. 'Holy
m.;
7:;;o
Sunday school
a.
communion.
10 a. ni.; morning prayer and nermon.
11 a. m.; evening prayir and sermon,
:3o p. ni. A. !. Harrison, rector.

CLOTHING STORE 0N2 0
SIGHTS OF THE ME-

BIG

INTERESTING

VERY

TROPOLIS.

IT

IS ONE

OF

THE

AND. BOYS'

STORES OF THE SOUTHWEST.

ITS STOCKS EMBRACE

THE CHOICEST GOODS

OF HOME AND FOREIGN MARKETS.

Minkll.J MilhOril.f
Ino'.
ed at 312 South Arno street. J. M. Sol- ite pastor. Sunday school at 9:4j a. m.;

APART FROM

Preaching at 11 a. m. by Rev. J. W.
McKean of Santa Fe, N. M. No evenDoan's Reg- - lets cure constipation
ing service but. will worship with the
without griping, nausea, nor anv weak
people of the First M. E. church.
ening effect. Ask your druggist for
First Presbyterian Church Corner them. ;,5 cents per box.
Fifth street and Silver avenue. SerFOR 8ALE BEST PAYING RESvices at 11 a. m., and 7:30 p. m.; morn-tlhemDeat-h- ;
"Physical
evening TAURANT AND LUNCH COUNTER
thtme. "Spiritual Death:" Sunday OPPOSITE DEPOT. GOOD REASschool at 9:45 a. tn.; Young People's ONS FOR SELLING. 305 SOUTH
meeting at 6:43 p. m. Strangers wel FIRST STREET.
come.
Going to the mountains Sunday? We;
will loan von a foldlne- nocket knriak
First MethodisT'Eplscopal Church
Rev. J. C. Rollins. D. D.. pastor. Sun Houston, 205 West Railroad avenue,
day school, 9:45 a. ra; morning wor
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM,
ship, u a. m., with sermon by the
pastor, "The Man With a Rigat BREAD and take no other.
Heart." Special meeting for Junior
Leaguers, 2:30 p. m.; Epworth League THE HIGHLAND
LIVERi
at 6:30; service at 7:30 with an ad.
BAM BROOK Btom.. Prop:
dress by Rev. J. W. McKean of Santa
Fe on "houl Winning." Sunrise prayer LIVERY AND BOARDING STABLE
meeting at 6 o'clock at Robinson park.
SADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.
Strancers eordlallr welcomed nnrt the The "Sadie" for mountain parties and
public Invited to all services.
at eneclal rates on
week davs.
' No. 112 John
Auto Phone 604.
St.
Congregational Church On Broad
way, at the end of the viaduct. Rev. J.
TICKETS BOUGHT. SOLO
". Barron, pastor. Sunday school at
AND EXCHANGED
9:45; morning service at 11 a. m..
itopic, "The Voice of History and Its
Association Offlea
Warning to Us of Today." Y. P. S. C.
Transactions
K. at 6:31): evenlne service at
Guaranteed
The pastor will speak of "The Danger
R, R. Ave,
ROSENFIEID'S,
W.
118
of Neglect." Tne people of the church
are especially urged to be at the morn
ing service. All have been to tne fair
and it is hut fair to exuoct that nil
will be in church on fhe Lord's day.
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Railroad Avenue Clothier

Speelman

&

Palace

Bfaedl Your Light

i

r-,- t

STEIN-BLOC-

W. E. DAME,

H

Special Fall Shape, in Sack Suit.traight from where
fashion is born.
Fine Suits $12.50, $15, $16.50, $18, $20, $22.50, $25,
$27.50 and $30.
Ask to see our

MEW
IN OVLRCOATS

CUrk of said court.
ini hey & Moore.
Attorneys
for
i'i.iiuiiir, posiomce address. Albuqucr- First publication Sept. lu, 1906.
Do you wear slippers? Tve have an
excellent line of men's nnnm n..- -.
in black or tan with hand turned soles
at $1.50. One, two or three strap San- in vici Kia or ratent Kid r
u ranee frbm II ho t.-- s tno
i...
fur trimmed felt Julletes In red, green,
"iwk or urown are the celebrated
Dolgeville make and cost $1.25
and
$l.f0. c. May's shoe store SI J w.M.t
Railroad avenue.
WHY PLANT THE SEED
WHEN YOU CAN HAVE THE
"SEEDLESS
APPLE", ORCHARD
AT SMALL COST7
N. W. ALGER,
124 SOUTH WALTER STREET.
VAR-IET-

I 19

West Gold 3

E. L. WASHBURN CO. (

122

S. Second

PARAGON TROUSERS SS.00 TOIS7.00. WALKOVER
S3.SO AND SJ.OO SHOES
?

tJ.v.vf.

FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER
4- - AT
WALTON'S DRUG STORE.
Atk for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
BREAD and take no other.

A

m m m

205 West Cold Avenue
Furniture, Stoves, Enameledware,
Glassware, Carpets and Linoleum
Special Prices on Dishes for this week.

FIRST STREET
COLORADO PHONE 74

Kitchen Utensils, Ranges and Enamel Ware
Laundry SuppliesWringers, Tubs, Washing Machines,
Wash Boards, Wash Boilers, Buckets, etc.

Butv her - Knives - Saws - Cleavers - Steels
SHELF HARDWARE

V

I ft

SADDLERY

Agents Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

j.

Y
s&T

swf
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WMtaey
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Iron, Steel, Nails, Wire, Wagon Wood Work,
Stoves, Tin and Granite Iron Ware, Pipe,

0
o
0
0
0

Weights

J,..U

3m

Hotel Tableware, Restaurant Supplies

HARDWARE

Diamond

OF

VISITORS

SIMON STERN,

115 NORTH

HARDWARE

the

STORE

DESK AND PUBLIC TELEPHONE.

HARNESS.

nun
HUH

DISPLAY

ARE AT LIBERTY TO MAKE THIS STORE THEIR
HEADQUARTERS WHILE IN TOWN, TO MEET
THEIR FRIENDS HERE, TO USE OUR WRITING

AUTOMATIC PHONE S46

1

ALBUQUERQUE

-

LARGEST "MEN

Cor-Fourt-

Co.

ALBUQUERQUE

1

ALBUQUERQUE

-i

w.'11-kno-

The

SEPTEMBER 22, 190S.

VISITORS TO

Immaculate Conception Church
Early mass. 7 a. in.: high mass and
sermon. 9:.lit a m.: evening service
and Instruction. 7:3'.
Christian Science services aJ 11 o'
clock Sunday morning at the Woman's club rooms. Commercial club,
corner of Fourth and Gold avenue.
Baptist Chuch Corner Load avenue
Sunday school 9:5(1
and Broadway.
a. in.; Public worship at 11a. m., and
7:3u p. m., with sermons by the pas-or- .
J. V. T. McNeil. Young People's
meeting at (i:t" p. ni.

corro, the guests of Mr. and Mrs, F.
H. Mitchell, parents of Mr. Mitchell.
The visitors will return to Socorro
tomorrow night.
Iast night at the roller skatlne- rtnV
an exciting
race took place.
J. Ixmsdale took the first prize, securing a pair of Richardson skates,
and Frank Branson, the irlrk liini-Hrider, was second, ho securing a rea
son newer.
Rev. E. C. Anderson of Ceneticn
III., the new Methodist rim rrh nnvfnr
at Santa Fe, has arrived at the Capios. 118 and 120 South Second street ital city, and will occudv the iinliiir
of the Methodist church at Sn n I il Vn
tomorrow morning and evening. Rev.
J. tj. bliively, the former pastor, has
gone to Geneseo.
GEO. W, HICKOX
T. Y. MAYNARD
A. H. Dixon, for many years engiU
neer on the Santa Fe" I'nrlfW- nnw
engineer on the El Paso & Southwestern, with headquarters at Alamogor-do- ,
who visits Albuquerque during Fair week, which begln3 September
17tb, to visit our store, located at 110 . South
has been here visiting nis family
Second
Street The
Arch Front lor at least two reasons.
and attending the fair. He will probirst, it Is the .ost attractive
STACY, "THE MAN
ably return to Alamogordo In a
More of Its class In the Souuiwest. Second, visitors will find there
a stock unsurpassed in .quality with the watchword Courtesy plainly
visible In every department. Do not fail to drop In whether washing
James Boyce. a
boiler- OF THE
'jV&jkVia.-y.yc?.vy?fe!W-- .
to purchase or not.
maker in the emnlov of th P. X. II
shops
at El Paso, Is hero to sec the
Hfckox-Maynar- d
"wind up" of the bin fair, ami in visit
Bister,
his
Mrs. Ed. McGuire.
James HIS GOOD WORK IN PARADE DEC
ORATIONS
AL. BELMONT
says El Taso Is a big town, an he
New Mexico's Leading Jewelers
PROVED ALL RIGHT.
has no complaints to make relatlvo to
,
THE ARCH FRONT.
80UTH SECOND 8TREET.
the treatment he receives from the
G. & It. neonlo.
In the preparations for the bkr mi.
George A. Fleming secretarv of the rade Thursday It was Stacv with his
Eas Vegas fair, who ribl mnim irooii decorators who proved "the niun of
the hottr." Numbers of the displays
boosting here the nast few Hav
turned to I.as Vegas last night. He would have failed to get ready had
was a Irenuent cal er at Th F.v.ninir not Stacy come to their assistance,
GO.
them the
Citizen office and extended his thanks among
band wagon.
ior me several editorial and local ar- boys'
The public will be very much gratticles this paper has had regarding
Fourth and Railroad Avenue
the I.as Vegas fair. Ho stated that ified to know that Stacy & Co. have
arrangements had been miulo tn run opened a new denature in the line
an excursion train from this city' to of a unique style of artistic decoratLas Vegas next Thursday, and hoped ing and tapestry work. Mr. Stacy has
to see a big crowd from the metropo- recently secured the services of Al.
Belmont of Boston, Mass., an artist
lis In the Meadow city that day.
of considerable note. Mr. Melnunit
reputation as an Indian artist In too
ALBERT T. PATRICK
well known to require any
MAKES A BIG BLUFF mention here. An Interesting especial
event
HARDWARE
New York. Sent. 22. Albert T. took place on the corner
of First
Patrick, the lnwver nimlemn
in street and Tijeras. avenue during the
death for the murder of William Rice, formation of the parade, when the
does not want a pardon but vindica- Learnard & Llndemann band wagon
tion, says the American todnv. Thp appeared with ltsx elaborate
SADDLES
decorapaper publishes an Interview with tions. It was discovered by the
mar
Patrick
says,
in
which
he
"I would shar that the Navajo Indians, who
CHINA
rather die In the electric chair than were to take part In the parade, had
spend a vear In the. rIaIa nrisrm nn- - taken up their position in rear of the
GLASSWARE
commutation of sentence." Pat band wagon, upon which was painted
dr
rick In his cell is dlrectlnc his last a largo Indian chief. They had taken
PLUMBING
fight for l'fe. His chief reliance is It for
cranted that In the rear of this
upon what he calls In a brief nre- - chief they
naturally belonged. Amid
pared for submission to Governor a great deal of laughter the marshal
TINNING
Higglns "the uncertainty of expert finally persuaded them to return to
medical evidence," as exhibited in his their proper position In rear of the
case.
Indian band, but not without considerable dissatisfaction depicted upon
Call for .Republican Primary of Pre
their faces. Mr. Belmont is a nephew
cinct iz, Bernalillo County,
of Sir Edwin Long, a member of the
New Mexico.
Royal Academy of London.
The republican nrlmarv to pWt
delegates to the county convention to
GO.
be held in the F3ks opera house SepPHOTOGRAPHS
tember 26, 1906. will be held in the
rower 8Kaung rinK at the corner of
Fourth and Railroad Avenue
Railroad avenue and Fifth street, AlOf
that were in the baby
buquerque. New Mexico.
Monday show,all babies
Drlce. Prlz hahl ea fret
night, September 24, 190t, at 7:30 At the half
Pennington Studio, until Octo- o'clock. All republicans in .Precinct uer i,
uround floor, 309 West
iut.
12 are Invited to be present and parjiaoioan avenue.
ticipate In the proceeding.
M. E, HICKEY.
NOTICE OF SUIT.
Chairman.
o
of New Mexico. Count v of
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREtM territory
Bernalillo In th ntatrif
BREAD and take no other.
Francis J. Thibault, Plaintiff, vs. Edna
V
RAILROAD AVE.
.i. hoss iniuauit, Defendant. No.
TONIGHTI TONIGHTI TONIGHTI
7161.
FREE LUNCH AT THP WHITP
Diamonds, Watchea, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware. We Invite
ELEPHANT.
The Said defendant
t TlAtt
0ur trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
Try a Citizen want advertisement. Thibault, Is hereby notified that a suit
has been commenced against her by
the said plaintiff, Francis J. Thibault,
in the aforesaid court, wherein said
plaintiff seeKs an absolute divorce
from the said defendant, and such
other relief as may be equitable, on
the ground of the abandonment of
plaint iu by defendant, and tnat unload
said defendant enters her appearance
in said Cause on or beror thn SrI Hot
of November, 1906, Judgment will be
and come to u to see our new
v.v
rendered in said cause acninst
hnr
a
"V. "J
one-mil-

SATURDAY,

Worship

PERSONAL

1

CITIZEN

Where' To

LOCAL AND
6

EVENING

Pumps, Valves and Fittings, Mine and Mill
Supplies.'

Mail us your

. nr. mouth rirmt Btroot
401. 403,
4orth rirtt Btroot

f 13

WILLIAM MclNTOSH, Pretldeat

SOLOMON

otiets.dtetjtdtt

Albuquerque, New Mexico

LUNA,

Vlce-PlJe-

T. C. NEAD, Treasurer and Manater

Mcintosh Hardware Company
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Cordial Vlfelcome Extended
to all Fait Visitors
a

